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The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has a complex
position in international relations, being the guardian of international
humanitarian law but often acting discreetly to advance human dignity.
Discretion also contributes to its image of neutrality, as it can sometimes
avoid public controversies. Treated by most governments as if it were an
inter-governmental organization, the ICRC is a private or non-governmental
organization, all-Swiss at the top, but is given rights and duties in the 1949
Geneva Conventions for Victims of War. This organization visits more
prisoners around the world than any other and it is almost always present
in violent conflicts, not only for detention visits but also for humanitarian
assistance.

This book explains ICRC history and structure, as well as examining
contemporary field experience and broad diplomatic initiatives related to
its principal tasks. Such tasks include:

• ensuring that detention conditions are humane for those imprisoned
by reason of political conflict or war;

• providing material and moral relief in conflict;
• promoting development of the humanitarian part of the laws of war;
• improving the unity and effectiveness of the Red Cross movement.

Written by two formidable experts in the field, this book is an accessible
introduction to a notoriously secretive organization. These features make
it ideal reading for all students of international relations, international orga-
nization, international law and global governance.

David P. Forsythe is University Professor and Charles J. Mach Distinguished
Professor of Political Science at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln. 

Barbara Ann J. Rieffer-Flanagan is an Assistant Professor of Political Science
at Central Washington University.
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The current volume is the thirteenth in a new and dynamic series on
“global institutions.” The series strives (and, based on the initial
volumes, we believe, succeeds) to provide readers with definitive guides
to the most visible aspects of what we know as “global governance.”
Remarkable as it may seem, there exist relatively few books that offer
in-depth treatments of prominent global bodies and processes, much
less an entire series of concise and complementary volumes. Those that
do exist are either out of date, inaccessible to the non-specialist reader,
or seek to develop a specialized understanding of particular aspects of
an institution or process rather than offer an overall account of its
functioning. Similarly, existing books have often been written in highly
technical language or have been crafted “in-house” and are notoriously
self-serving and narrow.

The advent of electronic media has helped by making information,
documents, and resolutions of international organizations more widely
available, but it has also complicated matters. The growing reliance on
the Internet and other electronic methods of finding information
about key international organizations and processes has served, ironi-
cally, to limit the educational materials to which most readers have
ready access—namely, books. Public relations documents, raw data,
and loosely refereed websites do not make for intelligent analysis.
Official publications compete with a vast amount of electronically
available information, much of which is suspect because of its ideolog-
ical or self-promoting slant. Paradoxically, a growing range of
purportedly independent websites offering analyses of the activities of
particular organizations has emerged, but one inadvertent consequence
has been to frustrate access to basic, authoritative, critical, and well-
researched texts. The market for such has actually been reduced by the
ready availability of varying-quality electronic materials.
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For those of us who teach, research, and practice in the area, this
access to information has been at best frustrating. We were delighted,
then, when Routledge saw the value of a series of books that bucks
this trend and provides key reference points to the most significant
global institutions. They are betting that serious students and profes-
sionals will want serious analyses. We have assembled a first-rate
line-up of authors to address that market. Our intention, then, is to
provide one-stop shopping for all readers—students (both undergrad-
uate and postgraduate), interested negotiators, diplomats, practitioners
from non-governmental and inter-governmental organizations, and
interested parties alike—seeking information about the most promi-
nent institutional aspects of global governance.

The International Committee of the Red Cross: a neutral
humanitarian actor

The gold standard of humanitarian action is the ICRC. Indeed, the
real starting point for modern institutionalized aid agencies resulted
from the Battle of Solferino on 24 June 1859. At that time on the side-
lines was the Swiss industrialist Henry Dunant, who witnessed first-
hand the terrible fallout of 6,000 killed and 23,000 wounded. He would
later write in A Memory of Solferino of this formative experience. His
genius was to conceive an international humanitarian movement that
operated as private humanitarian organizations within each country
backed by an international treaty to govern assistance to and protec-
tion of wounded soldiers. An early sense of cosmopolitanism rode the
coat-tails of the Enlightenment, and in the later half of the nineteenth
century helped promulgate the notion of universal humanism—that all
people were equal and worthy of respect. The system, as Michael
Ignatieff has poetically put it, is an attempt to institutionalize “an
impalpable moral ideal: that the problems of other people, no matter
how far away, are of concern to us all.”1

Established formally in 1863, the International Committee of the
Red Cross occupies a unique place in what Larry Minear has called the
contemporary “humanitarian enterprise”2—neither a non-governmental
nor an inter-governmental organization. It literally is in a category of its
own, and David Forsythe and Barbara Ann J. Rieffer-Flanagan explain
why in this authoritative and readable volume. In spite of the substan-
tial challenges with what are often called the “new wars” of the
post-Cold War era, the ICRC has remained true to its principles of
humanity, neutrality, impartiality, and independence. This has not
taken place without substantial contestation—both inside and outside
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of the Geneva-based organization. The subtleties of institutional
adaptation and change, as well as bureaucratic inertia, are part of the
story as well. We are indeed delighted to have this volume in our series,
and we heartily recommend it to readers.

The co-authors of this volume form a formidable team. David P.
Forsythe is University Professor and Charles J. Mach Distinguished
Professor of Political Science at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
Dave has concentrated for years on human rights and humanitarian
affairs, and he has had for some time a very special interest in the
ICRC—including his 1977 examination, Humanitarian Politics, and his
more recent 2005 book, The Humanitarians, both of which delve into
the history and performance of the International Committee of the
Red Cross.3 When we wanted a book in this series, there actually was
no other name than his that came up, especially because of Tom
Weiss’s very fruitful and long-standing collaborative relationship with
him on a UN textbook.4 Dave agreed but wished to associate a former
student, Barbara Ann J. Rieffer-Flanagan, who has begun her own
promising university career at Central Washington University, where
she continues to pursue human rights and humanitarian affairs, reli-
gion and politics, and democracy promotion.

This volume deserves to be read by all who are interested in the
problems of war and peace and helping and protecting combatants
and non-combatants alike caught in the cross-hairs of armed conflicts.
As always, comments and suggestions from readers are welcome.

Thomas G. Weiss, The CUNY Graduate Center, New York, USA
Rorden Wilkinson, University of Manchester, UK

January 2007
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In 1859 the Swiss businessman Henry Dunant happened across the
terrible battle of Solferino, in what is now northern Italy, and was
shocked to find the wounded soldiers there entirely uncared for. The
European powers fighting this battle, the French and Austro-
Hungarian empires, provided more veterinarians to care for horses
than medical personnel to care for soldiers.1 Dunant organized medical
relief on the spot with the help of local personnel, mostly women, and
saw to it that soldiers on both sides were cared for. He was so
profoundly affected by what he had witnessed at Solferino that upon
returning to Geneva, Dunant began a campaign to develop a network
of private aid societies.2 In doing so, his goal was to organize volunteers
to care for those injured in war. In 1863, a group of public-minded
Genevans, inspired by Dunant’s work, built an organization that even-
tually became the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).
In turn, the ICRC became the founding agent for the International RC
Movement.3

By 2006 there were 185 national RC societies (e.g. the American
Red Cross, the Iraqi Red Crescent), in the Movement.4 These national
RC societies have to be recognized by the ICRC. This occurs when
certain conditions are met. For example, an RC society must be
accepted by the government of that state; there can be only one such
official aid society in each state; the society has to use an emblem
recognized as a neutral emblem by states meeting in a diplomatic
conference (either a Red Cross, a Red Crescent, or a Red Crystal), and
so on. Furthermore, these national societies have their own union,
which is called the Federation. All of these units of the Movement,
plus state parties to the Geneva Conventions and Protocols for Victims
of War, meet periodically in a Conference of the Movement.

At the center of all this remains the ICRC, which, legally speaking,
is a private, self-governing, Swiss association. Its top policy-making
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body is an Assembly of Swiss citizens numbering not more than 25.
The Assembly does not take binding instructions from the Conference,
the Federation, or any other body. The ICRC is also independent from
the United Nations, although, since 1990 it has had observer status in
the UN General Assembly and sometimes works closely with UN organs
and agencies in practical matters. The ICRC is a rather unique non-
governmental organization (NGO). It, unlike most other NGOs, has
important and specialized rights and duties in public international law.

The general focus of the ICRC has remained consistent from 1863
until today. It has chosen to focus on the protection of human dignity
in conflicts. Thus, it started in 1863 with a concern for the wounded
combatant in international war.5 By World War I it firmly added a
concern for both civilians and captured combatants in international
war. At almost the same time, in about 1920 in both Hungary and the
new Soviet Union, it took action for detainees in exceptional situations
not recognized as war. These latter victims of conflicts are sometimes
referred to as security or political prisoners. Along the way the ICRC
made clear that it was also interested in internal or civil wars—as in
the Balkans in the 1870s, then part of the Ottoman empire, and as in
the Spanish Civil War of the 1930s. So, in terms of situations, the
ICRC focuses on armed conflict (both international and internal), and
internal troubles and tensions where there is exceptional detention and/
or civilian need.

The organization has played a number of roles throughout its exis-
tence. The ICRC has become an actor “on the ground” which seeks to
protect the dignity of individuals, both combatants and civilians, in
times of conflict. It has also helped to create and develop the legal
framework which guides the actions of itself and others. At first the
ICRC did not see itself engaging in field action but rather helping to
organize the activities of national aid societies. Once it became an
actor “in the field,” it can be said that over time ICRC activities to
protect the dignity of persons often came first and legal codification
followed. For example, during World War I, the ICRC showed concern
for prisoners of war though they were not part of the mandate of the
1864 or 1906 Geneva Conventions. Precise legal rules for the care of
POWs were later developed in the 1929 Geneva Convention. Thus the
ICRC is both an actor on the ground, and an organization that helps
to develop international humanitarian law (IHL)—the law to protect
human dignity in war.

In terms of victims, the ICRC is concerned with combatants who
are out of the fight because of wounds, sickness, or detention; and
with civilians in need because of “political” events. In these “man
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made” or “political” disasters, the ICRC is supposed to be the lead
actor for the Movement. That is to say, the ICRC is supposed to be the
chief coordinating agent for the rest of the Movement in wars and
domestic unrest.

The national societies and the Federation (and Conference) may
become involved in natural and industrial/technological disasters such
as hurricanes and factory explosions. Normally the ICRC is not
directly involved in these problems, but in some instances the organiza-
tion may be asked to lend its assistance. Helping to trace missing
persons on the US gulf coast after hurricane Katrina in 2005, at the
request of the American RC, is one example of such involvement. The
ICRC retains its overall lead status when a natural or industrial
disaster occurs in a state where some kind of war or domestic unrest is
also occurring. In general, however, emergency action in peacetime is
the domain of the national societies and the Federation. The ICRC
acts primarily with regard to conflict situations.

The domain of the ICRC in these conflicts is the realm of humani-
tarian protection. As a humanitarian actor, the ICRC seeks to be
independent, neutral, and impartial. The organization tries to be inde-
pendent from governments and inter-governmental organizations like
the United Nations. It attempts to be neutral in power struggles, by not
favoring either side in a conflict whether by motivation or major
impact. It endeavors to be impartial by treating similar human suffering
in similar ways. That is, a war victim in the Sudan or Democratic
Republic of Congo should receive the same attention as a war victim
in Iraq or Afghanistan. As the slogan has it, “blood has the same color
everywhere.”

Humanitarian protection generally means three things: develop-
ment of a legal framework (humanitarian law and human rights law)
that protects the minimal standards required for human dignity in
conflicts; supervising the conditions of detention in war and excep-
tional national instability; and providing for the basic needs of the
civilian population in these same situations—including during an
occupation after war. This latter role of helping civilians means not
only helping to provide food, water, shelter, and health care; but also
tracing of missing persons, restoration of family contacts, and other
help for civilians in various conditions of distress (e.g. reintegrating
child soldiers into civil society).

At the time of writing the ICRC operated on a yearly budget of
about $600–650 million, about 85 percent of which was voluntarily
provided by governments—mainly Western ones. There are no manda-
tory state dues. States can ratify the Geneva Conventions and Protocols,
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constituting the core of modern IHL, but not pay any set amount to
the ICRC. The same is true for national Red Cross or Red Crescent
societies. The ICRC budget was used to employ about 800 persons at
its headquarters in Geneva and another 1,200 professional staff
around the world. It also hired about 10,000 persons locally in its 200
different offices. These 200 offices were organized into about 60
national and regional delegations. From the early 1990s its professional
staff was internationalized; only the top body, the Assembly, was
permanently all-Swiss. The all-Swiss Assembly, an accident of history,
was retained primarily because it guaranteed that in a conflict—
assuming the neutral Swiss state was not involved—no one from a
fighting party would have any representative on the Assembly. Thus
the nature of the Assembly is widely taken as an institutional guarantee
of neutrality.

The ICRC, despite its origins as a small Swiss private association,
has developed into an agency with global reach that is treated by
governments as if it were an inter-governmental organization with an
impressive international reputation. This reputation developed as a
result of its activities in various conflicts throughout the twentieth
century. These activities have been recognized by others. The ICRC has
won two Nobel peace prizes—in 1917 and 1944. In 1963 it shared that
prize with the Federation. Back in 1907, because of his work which
served as the precursor to the ICRC, Henry Dunant shared the very
first Nobel peace prize with the French pacifist Frederick Passy. No
other organization has been so honored so many times. This is some-
what ironic, because the ICRC takes no stand on peace and war in
particular conflicts. As a matter of principle, of course it is in favor of
peace and opposed to the carnage of war. However, its concern is with
limiting the process of war so as to protect the dignity of persons to
the greatest extent possible, not with trying to specify and distinguish
just wars from unjust wars, or legal wars of self-defense from illegal
wars of aggression. In its daily work, it takes the possibility of war as
an unpleasant reality and tries to mitigate the suffering of victims.

Despite its Nobel peace prizes and broad recognition for distin-
guished service over time, the ICRC is not free from controversy.6
Skeptics criticize the ICRC in general for being naïve and idealistic;
they argue that it is silly to attempt to moderate war. Supposedly no
fighting party will accept limitations on violence if it means defeat. On
the other hand, some pacifists criticize the organization for actually
perpetuating war by making it more tolerable. In their view, if the
ICRC had not helped develop IHL to protect various victims, war
would be more clearly seen as a horrible thing and eventually done
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away with. Less sweeping critiques also exist—namely, that the organi-
zation in its history has not been as independent, neutral, and
impartial as often pictured. Some say the ICRC has been linked too
closely to the Swiss government (this was especially detrimental during
World War II). Another critique is that the ICRC has reflected Swiss
biases, and was at times demeaning towards non-whites, women, and
non-Christians. Still other critics argue that the organization tilted
toward the West during the Cold War, or that it showed more interest
in European victims than others in the 1930s and 1940s. Still others
believe the ICRC is too cautious, too discreet, too reluctant to publicly
speak out against violations of IHL and other affronts to human
dignity either because of shying away from public controversy or of
not wanting to offend its major donors (which are Western states, and
above all the United States).

Ultimately one can raise the question of whether the ICRC has
become passé because many other actors in international relations now
deal with human dignity in conflicts. On the other hand, one may
inquire whether the organization has maintained a unique and valu-
able role that has not been eclipsed by others, whether they be
inter-governmental organizations like the United Nations or NATO, or
non-governmental organizations like Amnesty International or Doctors
Without Borders.

This short book provides an analytical overview of the ICRC, and
in so doing grounds for dealing with these sorts of controversies and
questions. We begin with a discussion of the origins and evolution of
the ICRC. Chapter 1 describes the unlikely origins of this humani-
tarian organization in Geneva, Switzerland, and follows its history to
the Cold War. In this chapter we look in some detail at the activities of
the ICRC during World Wars I and II and in various conflicts there-
after. Chapter 2 looks at the structure of the organization, including
the office of the President, the Assembly, and the professional staff of
the ICRC. In setting out the composition of the ICRC we explain how
policy decisions are made. The next few chapters detail some of the
significant functions of the ICRC, including the legal development of
IHL, relief operations, and detention visits. The last chapter analyzes
some of the emerging issues that the ICRC will be forced to deal with.
We look specifically at the war on terrorism that arose after 9/11 and
how the ICRC has adjusted to this new international (dis)order.
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The birth and early years of the ICRC

As discussed in the introduction, the ICRC has its origins in the Battle
of Solferino in 1859. This battle, which occurred in present-day
northern Italy, was part of the Franco-Austrian War. It was after
witnessing the bloodshed at the Battle of Solferino, and the lack of
medical attention for those wounded, that Henry Dunant felt
compelled to work toward a remedy for this lack of care. Dunant,
writing his account of the battle in A Memory of Solferino (1862),
described the battlefield as “a disaster from the point of view of
humanity.”1 On the battleground lay corpses amid pools of blood and
over 23,000 wounded.2 Dunant was appalled to learn that there were
few doctors or medical services available for badly wounded soldiers.

In response to the atrocious conditions of the injured soldiers at
Solferino, Dunant began a drive to assist the wounded in war via
private societies. In his words, “would it not be possible to create soci-
eties in every European country whose aim would be to assure that
prompt and devoted care is given to those wounded in battle?”3 These
ideas would eventually lead to the creation of the International
Committee of the Red Cross, the International RC Movement, and the
development of the Geneva Conventions for Victims of War. Dunant
was not alone in his concerns for the vulnerable in war, nor was he the
first to consider the issue. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a philosopher also
from Geneva, wrote in the eighteenth century that states declare war
against one another, not against individual soldiers. Therefore, when
soldiers stopped fighting because of injury or surrender, they cease to
be legitimate targets and should be treated with respect.4 Florence
Nightingale and Clara Barton were also concerned for the welfare of
the injured in war and offered medical assistance to those in need
(although some of their activities were unknown to Dunant in the
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1860s). In addition, Francis Lieber, also Swiss, developed a set of rules
to limit war during the American Civil War of 1861–1865.

The ten years after Dunant visited the Battlefield of Solferino were
a crucial time in the development of what became the ICRC. When
Dunant returned from Italy he began a campaign for the creation of
private aid societies to assist those individuals wounded in combat. He
envisioned the creation of national organizations in countries throughout
Europe. To further this goal he distributed A Memory of Solferino.
This manuscript was well received throughout Europe due to Dunant’s
vivid description of the horrors of war. Many of the pious and philan-
thropic individuals who lived in Geneva in the 1860s were drawn to
Dunant’s vision. Genevans such as General Henri Dufour, attorney
Gustave Moynier, Dr. Louis Appia, and Dr. Théodore Maunoir took
Dunant’s work seriously and with Dunant created the International
Committee for the Relief to the Wounded in Situations of War.5 These
individuals, especially Moynier with his organizational abilities, would
have a profound impact on the direction of the organization and of
humanitarian protection. Moynier was active in the organization for
over 40 years and was president from 1864 to 1910. Appia observed
various wars, including Schleswig-Holstein (1864) and wrote numerous
commentaries and reports for Geneva. Dufour was also influential as a
military leader. His humanitarian orders (protection for women, chil-
dren, and the wounded) in the Swiss civil war (1847) put many of the
ideas into practice that Dunant was to popularize slightly more than
ten years later.

The first significant step to implementing Dunant’s vision was initi-
ating a conference in October 1863, of private individuals and some
government officials from various Western states, to see how receptive
they were to private assistance to those wounded in war. This was
followed by a conference of states, with the help of the Swiss govern-
ment, to codify humanitarian principles. The goal for men such as
Dufour and Dunant was to humanize and civilize war. States had more
pragmatic motivations for their interest in aiding wounded soldiers.
With technology improving, countries were confronted by weapons
that could do greater damage (dum-dum bullets) as well as improve-
ments in the transmission of information from battlefields (telegraph).
Hence, soldiers who fought for their countries were suffering more
gruesome wounds and citizens at home learned about it more quickly.
Thus, national leaders sought to limit domestic criticism by helping their
wounded nationals.6 And therein lies an enduring aspect of the RC
Movement: state pragmatism and self-interest alongside humanitarian
goals.

Historical development 7



It is worth noting the role religious motivation played in the devel-
opment of the ICRC and humanitarian principles of war. Dunant’s
powerful religious drive led him to believe he had been chosen to
accomplish a divine mission. While others were not as convinced of
divine intervention, they too saw the role of Christian devotion to the
less fortunate as an important element in humanitarian goals in war.
For example Dr. Appia, while observing the Schleswig-Holstein war in
1864, came to believe that civilian efforts to assist those wounded
should be based in part on religious devotion. Thus he saw those
civilian volunteers as an army of Christians implementing their faith.
Others associated with the Red Cross movement would also see in
Christian good works the motivation for activities and adherences to
the Geneva Convention of 1864. Yet Moynier, so influential in the
ICRC’s early years, declared that the agency was not a faith-based
organization.

Religion aside, the result of the convergence of national self-interest
and humanitarian spirit in 1863 and 1864 was the first Geneva
Convention for Victims of War (1864) which was signed by 12 Western
states including Prussia and France (the United States and Great
Britain would require more convincing). Its primary contribution was to
neutralize the war wounded and the medical personnel who tended them.

After these legal developments occurred there were many opportu-
nities to test Dunant’s vision in practice. (However, after 1867 Dunant
was no longer able to play a large role in the organization he envi-
sioned. Financial scandals and debt associated with his business
dealings, as well as a strained, competitive relationship with Moynier,
led to Dunant’s demise and ultimate resignation from the organization
in Geneva).

Development of the organization

Between 1870 and World War I, the ICRC would play a limited role in
a number of wars. In addition, its central position as leader of Red
Cross humanitarian protection came under attack from various circles.
The French wanted to move the headquarters of the RC Movement to
Paris, where the French aid society would have played the leading role.
Slightly later the Russians sought an expanded role within the RC
Movement, with the Russian czar seeing himself as a major humani-
tarian figure. In general, these four decades witnessed humanitarian
principles being transformed by nationalism and patriotism, leaving in
their wake Dunant’s original dreams of universal and neutral protec-
tion. By and large, the ICRC offered money to national Red Cross
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Box 1.1 Resolutions adopted 26–29 October 1863,
Preparatory Conference

Art. 1 Each country shall have a Committee whose duty it
shall be, in time of war and if the need arises, to assist
the Army Medical Services by every means in its power.
The Committee shall organize itself in the manner which
seems to it most useful and appropriate.

Art. 2 An unlimited number of Sections may be formed to
assist the Committee, which shall be the central
directing body.

Art. 3 Each Committee shall get in touch with the Government
of its country, so that its services may be accepted
should the occasion arise.

Art. 4 In peacetime, the Committees and Sections shall take
steps to ensure their real usefulness in time of war,
especially by preparing material relief of all sorts and by
seeking to train and instruct voluntary medical personnel.

Art. 5 In time of war, the Committees of belligerent nations
shall supply relief to their respective armies as far as
their means permit: in particular, they shall organize
voluntary personnel and place them on an active footing
and, in agreement with the military authorities, shall have
premises made available for the care of the wounded.
They may call for assistance upon the Committees of
neutral countries.

Art. 6 On the request or with the consent of the military 
authorities, Committees may send voluntary medical
personnel to the battlefield where they shall be placed
under military command.

Art. 7 Voluntary medical personnel attached to armies shall be
supplied by the respective Committees with everything
necessary for their upkeep.

Art. 8 They shall wear in all countries, as a uniform distinctive
sign, a white armlet with a red cross.

Art. 9 The Committees and Sections of different countries
may meet in international assemblies to communicate
the results of their experience and to agree on
measures to be taken in the interests of the work.



societies and encouraged others to report on activities undertaken. It
did not, however, attempt to provide assistance to the wounded as a
strong, independent actor on the ground.

Moynier and others at the ICRC sought to promote the develop-
ment of national RC societies in the Western world. They did not
desire to develop a strong centralized organization in Geneva which
dictated activities to those aid societies. Had they tried to develop a
strong centralized authority, their efforts probably would have been
rejected, as national RC societies were moving closer to their country’s
military. In many respects this is not difficult to understand. Military
commanders did not want charitable do-gooders to get in the way
during armed conflict. Yet they could also see the benefit of receiving
additional money and support for their soldiers. Thus instead of
allowing independent Red Cross societies to develop within the nation,
political leaders sought to nationalize and militarize the charitable
contributions of the national RC societies as much as possible. This
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Art. 10 The exchange of communications between the
Committees of the various countries shall be made for
the time being through the intermediary of the Geneva
Committee.

Independently of the above Resolutions, the Conference makes
the following Recommendations:

(a) that Governments should extend their patronage to Relief
Committees which may be formed, and facilitate as far as
possible the accomplishment of their task.

(b) that in time of war the belligerent nations should proclaim
the neutrality of ambulances and military hospitals, and that
neutrality should likewise be recognized, fully and absolutely,
in respect of official medical personnel, voluntary medical
personnel, inhabitants of the country who go to the relief of
the wounded, and the wounded themselves;

(c) that a uniform distinctive sign be recognized for the Medical
Corps of all armies, or at least for all persons of the same
army belonging to this Service; and, that a uniform flag also
be adopted in all countries for ambulances and hospitals.

(www.icrc.org)



has resulted in limited autonomy for RC societies in relation to
national civilian and military authorities, but considerable autonomy
for the RC societies vis-à-vis the ICRC.

One could see the militarization of the Red Cross societies in the
Franco-Prussian War (1870–71). The Prussians subsumed the national
aid societies into an arm of the military’s medical branch. Prince Pless
directed that voluntary aid assistance, and nurses from the aid soci-
eties, be placed under the command of the army’s medical staff.7 The
Prussian initiatives were efficient and well received, so much so that
other RC societies sought to replicate that militarization. (The French,
on the other hand, were neither well prepared for the war nor well
informed of their obligations under the Geneva Convention of 1864.)

An additional problem which the ICRC encountered during this
time was the development of a neutral emblem to represent the
Movement. The ICRC had opted for a red cross against a white back-
ground (the inverse of the Swiss flag). This was not a welcome symbol
for many in the Islamic world due to the association of a cross with
Christianity and the tortured history between the Christian West and
the Islamic East during the Crusades. In the 1870s, the Ottoman
(Turkish) aid society opted for a red crescent instead. Consequently,
the ICRC decided to accept this symbol and thereby avoided a
disagreement with the Ottoman empire. Multiple symbols, however,
which later grew to three when Iran adopted the Red Lion and Sun,
symbolized the fragmentation of the Movement and the difficulty of
getting unified, neutral action in the face of national and cultural
differences. Once the 1929 diplomatic conference of states accepted
multiple emblems as neutral signs in armed conflict, however, the issue
of multiple RC emblems was set in legal stone.

The first major challenges

World War I

World War I was a significant event in the history of the ICRC. The
ICRC expanded its original mandate, which had focused on wounded
soldiers, to helping civilians and prisoners of war. It also spoke out
against the use of certain weapons, such as poisonous gas. Gustave
Ador, president of the ICRC during the war, sent delegates (Swiss
attorneys, doctors, professors) to various military camps to stop
reprisals against POWs (prisoners of war) and improve their material
conditions.8 Conditions in POW camps varied considerably from
region to region. Various brutalities were committed by the Russians
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against their German prisoners, including lack of food, exposure to
harsh weather conditions, and forced hard labor. Additional complaints
were leveled against the Germans’ harsh medical treatments (e.g. lack
of chloroform during surgery). Other POW camps (British, French,
and Japanese) were run relatively humanely, providing food and
reading materials for captured soldiers. More important for the reputa-
tion of the ICRC was the fact that in most cases conditions in camps
improved after ICRC delegates visited.

Additional ICRC activities during World War I were equally impor-
tant. The ICRC set up various offices/warehouses to assist in the tracing
of healthy and wounded soldiers held by their enemies. To facilitate
these activities numerous volunteers poured into the ICRC’s offices in
Geneva to collect letters and inquiries about soldiers. Inquiries were then
sent to national governments to see if additional information could be
obtained. By the end of the war, the agency had handled over two
million letters concerning the status of soldiers.9 In addition, parcels
and packages were sent to the ICRC to distribute to soldiers in POW
camps.

All in all, despite the inhumane events of World War I, including
the use of poisonous gas, the ICRC emerged as a respected moral
authority, driven by humanitarian principles. At various points during
the war, the ICRC reminded the warring parties of their obligations
under the Geneva Convention and criticized the barbarity of the war.
In recognition of these endeavors it was awarded the 1917 Nobel Peace
Prize. It can be mentioned, however, that the French-speaking ICRC,
based in Geneva and with limited resources, had concentrated its actions
on the western front. This was probably not so much evidence of inten-
tional partiality, as evidence of underdeveloped communications and
logistics.

In between the two world wars, the ICRC experienced a number of
changes. First, it started to focus more systematically on those individ-
uals detained in conflicts other than war. In Hungary in 1919, the
ICRC attempted to gain access to political prisoners. Just as in cases of
war, the ICRC did not ask which side was the aggressor and which was
the defender, so in domestic troubles and tensions the ICRC attempted
to see how the prisoners were being treated and chose not to inquire
why they were being detained.

Second, it also devoted more attention to refugees uprooted by polit-
ical events. The revolution in Russia which led to the communist takeover
of that country produced millions of refugees who fled their homes.
These individuals also required assistance, though the ICRC realized
shortly that it alone could not support all the refugees in Europe.
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Third, it expanded and systematized its actions in internal wars,
notably in Spain in the 1930s. Already, ICRC involvement in the Balkans
in the 1870s was involvement in internal conflicts from the point of view
of the Ottoman empire. But the Spanish Civil War confirmed the ICRC’s
emerging focus on internal war, even if it was internationalized by the
participation of outside parties.

Fourth, it expanded its activities into Africa and other places outside
Europe. For example, whereas it had played no direct role in the Boer
War between Britain and the Boers of southern Africa around the turn of
the century, by the 1930s it was deeply involved in the war resulting from
the Italian conquest of Abyssinia (Ethiopia), at least on the Ethiopian
side.10

These activities were in some ways logical extensions of previously
developed humanitarian principles and programs. For the ICRC,
persons being detained, for example, deserve certain protections
whether they are detained as a result of an international war, an internal
war, or internal troubles and tensions. And if this is true in Europe, why
not in Africa and elsewhere? If combatants merit humanitarian protec-
tion when out of the hostilities, why not humanitarian protection for
civilians, who were never supposed to be targets of the fighting anyway?

World War II

The ICRC compiled a mixed record during World War II. Despite the
limited amount of resources and small, yet devoted staff (three indi-
viduals in 1939) the ICRC achieved some successes during WWII.11

During this war the ICRC made over 11,000 detention visits, including
some Allied prisoners of war held by the Nazis and vice versa; deliv-
ered 445,702 tons of relief; and registered and assisted over 30 million
persons during the war.12

There were also various limitations and fruitless attempts on the
part of the ICRC to address the plight of vulnerable individuals
caught in the midst of this war. The ICRC did not produce a signifi-
cant record when dealing with soldiers captured by the Japanese, and
the marginal achievements pertaining to the Holocaust would haunt
the organization for decades to come. Of course we should remember
that in this war the ICRC was dealing with illiberal governments
(Japan, Germany, the Soviet Union) and since the basic principles of
humanitarian protection are grounded in liberal thought (the value of
individuals, human dignity, equality, etc.), then we should expect, as
was the case in the Soviet Union and Japan, that illiberal governments
would be less inclined to respect humanitarian principles.13
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Still, we should recall that the Nazis, who had a curious affection
for legal rules, and who were parties to the 1929 Geneva Convention
for the Protection of Prisoners of War, provided more or less humane
conditions for Allied POWs. They were so obligated under that treaty.
The situation was entirely otherwise for both Soviet POWs held by the
Nazis and vice versa, as the Soviets had never accepted that treaty, and
thus Berlin had no legal obligations under it vis-à-vis the USSR. It is
difficult to discern which of these two states treated POWs held by
them less humanely. This history suggests that the Geneva Conventions
can at times have some humanitarian impact, even on illiberal states
like Nazi Germany.

The ICRC was able to accomplish much relief work in some places,
such as Greece, with the help of liberal countries such as Great Britain
and Sweden. The Swedish Red Cross, with the help of the British navy,
assisted civilians by delivering humanitarian supplies.14 This was
feasible due to the fact that both the Swedes and the British supported
humanitarian endeavors in ways which other, non-liberal, states such
as the Japanese did not. It was also the case that the British had polit-
ical reasons for allowing the humanitarian work to go forward, being
interested in good relations with Washington, where a pro-Greek lobby
was influential.

While some in leadership positions at the ICRC were less than fully
dynamic in protecting the welfare of Jews and others in concentration
camps, it is worth noting that some individuals working for the ICRC
in various countries were dynamic and creative in the ways that they
found to protect the vulnerable. Thousands of volunteers were orga-
nized for humanitarian purposes by the ICRC. Furthermore, some
ICRC delegates arranged for Jews to register for migration to Palestine,
thus allowing them to escape the wrath of the Nazis.15 Eventually,
toward the end of the war, the ICRC was able to gain access to the
camps, but the delegates were forced to remain there until the Allied
liberation of the camps.16

Despite its failure to protect German Jews and other German individ-
uals regarded as sub-human by the Nazis (homosexuals, for example),
the ICRC compiled an impressive record in its work with prisoners of
war and aid to many civilians caught in the harsh realities of war. For
these activities it was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1944.

The Cold War

The development of the Cold War presented new challenges for the
ICRC. After World War II, the organization found itself short of
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Box 1.2 Case study: the Holocaust

Unfortunately, World War II was not a complete success for the
ICRC. The failure of the Western world to respond appropriately,
first to German persecution and ethnic cleansing of the Jews,
and then to their genocide, remains a blemish for many govern-
ments. This is also true of the ICRC.

From 1933, the ICRC attempted to gain access to the concen-
tration camps run by the Nazis throughout Europe. To do so, the
ICRC first contacted the German Red Cross. This was ill
advised given that the German RC was being incorporated into
the Nazi totalitarian state. The head of the German Red Cross,
Ernst Grawitz, took part in the pseudo-medical experiments on
the Jews during the Holocaust. Thus, when the ICRC sought
assistance from the German RC, it was similar to asking Al
Capone to look into illegal alcohol distribution during Prohibition.

While the ICRC was able to negotiate some concentration
camp visits prior to 1936, on the basis of permission granted by
Berlin, it was unable to do so in a systematic and serious way.17

The same was true in Austria, before that state was merged with
Germany in 1938. The ICRC did send some relief packages
through the mail to prisoners in the Nazi concentration camps,
but this was ended when there were reports that the relief was
not always going to the prisoners.

The then existing Geneva Conventions did not cover the
treatment of civilians by their own government, or foreign civil-
ians held by a belligerent. Moreover, international human rights
law was not developed to any great extent until after World War
II. Thus, while Berlin was legally obligated to treat Allied POWs
humanely, it was not so legally restricted under treaty law when
dealing with German detainees, or foreign civilians of Polish
and similar origins. With regard particularly to German Jewish
detainees, the ICRC had to seek access to them without appeal
to international law.

Historians and other scholars have documented the failure of
the ICRC to adequately respond to the Holocaust. The ICRC
had learned of aspects of the genocide and debated a public
plea for all the belligerents to adhere to humanitarian principles.
At issue was a general appeal to protect various victims from
the horrors of the war.18 During a meeting on 12 October 1942,
the ICRC Assembly (the governing body) decided against a
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public appeal concerning the Holocaust and other subjects.19

So, when faced with some knowledge of genocide in Germany,
which had reached the ICRC via private channels, the ICRC did
not speak out, even in a careful way.

One may wonder whether an ICRC public statement would
have made any difference after the Wannsee conference in
early 1942, when the Nazi leadership decided to move from
persecution, confinement, and deportation of the German Jews
to their physical elimination. From that time it was clear that the
Nazis intended to kill as many Jews as possible, and they
continued their efforts until the end of the war. Thus, it is
doubtful that an ICRC statement could have stopped the
Holocaust, given the ICRC’s lack of public stature at the time.
The silence of the Vatican was a different matter, given how
prominent the Catholic Church was in the Western world.

Apart from the issue of the public statement, the more
damaging question is why we do not find more dynamic quiet
diplomacy on the part of the ICRC when dealing with the
Holocaust, especially once it knew it was facing some kind of
genocide in the camps. ICRC leaders like President Max Huber
and his alter-ego C. J. Burckhardt, both Swiss Germans, did not
vigorously press the Nazi leadership on the question of the
camps, even quietly.20 The best answer to this question probably
lies in Swiss neutrality on the part of the government in Bern, a
neutrality that historically contributed to ICRC achievements but
which in this case impeded them. Many Swiss leaders, both in
Bern and Geneva, while not openly anti-Semitic, were concerned
about not offending or provoking the Germans.

The primary reason for the rejection of any public statement
was the fear of compromising the Swiss government’s position
of neutrality, which translated into a policy of appeasement in
order to safeguard the independence of the country. After all,
the Nazis did have contingency plans for the invasion of
Switzerland. This willingness to accommodate certain Nazi inter-
ests was true not only for humanitarian issues but also for the
banking industry as well.21 So the Swiss government turned
back a number of German Jewish refugees. And Swiss banks,
with the approval of their government, helped the Nazis convert
gold and other resources, some of them stolen, into convertible
currency.



funds. During the war the belligerents themselves had provided some
funds for the transport of relief and other ICRC roles. This funding
ceased with the end of the war. So the ICRC engaged in radical
“downsizing” in the late 1940s. Also, the Swedish Red Cross led a
move to internationalize the ICRC’s Assembly. While this move ulti-
mately failed, it indicated for a time some considerable dissatisfaction
with the organization even in the liberal West.22 At the time of the first
Arab–Israeli war in 1948, there was a real question whether the ICRC
would survive. The organization sought to use that conflict not only to
help victims of war, but also to prove to the world that it was still a
viable institution.

In an important success, the ICRC was able to further international
humanitarian law (IHL) by contributing to the negotiation of the 1949
Geneva Conventions. The ICRC served as the secretariat for the Red
Cross and governmental meetings leading up to the diplomatic confer-
ence called by the Swiss government. The latter is the depositary state
for IHL. The four 1949 Geneva Conventions remain the central edifice
in contemporary IHL, a legal firewall against barbarism even in war.
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An assertive ICRC, a Swiss dominated organization, could
have provoked the wrath of the Nazis and this in turn could have
had negative consequences for the Swiss state. So individuals
such as Philippe Etter, who was a member of the ICRC Assembly
as well as the president of the Swiss Federal Council, persuaded
the other members of the Assembly to reject a public statement.

To this day, some ICRC officials believe they could not have
made public comment on the Holocaust without jeopardizing the
organization’s on-going work with POWs on both sides of the
Allied–German conflict.

Whether a public statement would have affected Nazi policy
is, from one view, beside the point. A close reading of the historical
record suggests that the ICRC chose to defer to Swiss national
interests instead of adopting dynamic quiet diplomacy to maxi-
mize its efforts in defense of the victims of the death camps.
One major value that was at stake was the reputation of the
ICRC for vigorous and well considered efforts devoid of favoritism
to particular states. The ICRC’s policy positions concerning the
Holocaust injured the reputation of the organization, at least to
some extent.



Yet the ICRC encountered many new difficulties. Its funding
remained precarious. Its staff remained small and amateurish. Its top
policy-making body, the Assembly, left much to be desired in strategic
thinking and effective oversight. Despite these problems, the ICRC
found itself as never before with a global role involving extensive oper-
ations in Asia, Africa, and the Western Hemisphere—in addition to its
historical focus on Europe. It continued to try to protect victims of
conflicts not only in war but also during domestic unrest.

The fact that the ICRC encountered resistance from numerous
communist countries in upholding the values of the Geneva Conventions
was certainly among the major obstacles it faced. Most communist
countries including the Soviet Union, China, North Korea, and North
Vietnam, viewed the ICRC as an appendage of Western, capitalist
governments such as the United States or Switzerland. The communist
governments mostly chose to ignore requests by the ICRC for access to
prisoners, whether they were soldiers or civilians.

It is also true that some Western states, such as the French in
Algeria or the Americans in Vietnam, did not always cooperate fully
with the ICRC. But Western states were the primary donors to the
ICRC during the Cold War, and in abstract, theoretical or philosophical
terms, there was no fundamental conflict between Western democratic
values, based on individual civil and political rights, and RC humani-
tarian values based on impartial concern for the individual in need.
Hence, Western democratic states have always been the primary financial
donors to the ICRC.

Thus, at various points during the Cold War, we see the ICRC,
despite its best efforts, impotent to assist vulnerable individuals when
states blocked their access. Yet at the end of the Cold War, in a way
similar to the end of the First World War, despite the frustrations and
setbacks, the ICRC finally emerged from this historical period with its
reputation intact and its position in international relations solidified.
In the following section we will discuss some of the challenges that the
ICRC faced during the Cold War and the ways in which these events
transformed the organization.

Expanding international humanitarian law

During the Cold War, the ICRC was successful in the further develop-
ment of international humanitarian law. In 1949 the ICRC had played a
central role, as noted, in the codification of the four Geneva
Conventions for victims of war including civil wars. These built on and
expanded previous conventions and were, to a considerable extent, based
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on the activities of the ICRC during World War II. Later, in 1977, in a
development that did not originate with the ICRC, two additional
protocols were added to the 1949 Geneva Conventions. Protocol I
expanded the coverage of IHL in international war.23 Protocol II
considerably developed IHL for high-threshold internal wars, signifi-
cantly adding to Common Article 3 from 1949, which at that time was
the only piece of IHL treaty law establishing minimal standards for
humanitarian protection in civil wars. While the ICRC in the mid-
1970s did not play the central role in drafting that it had played in
the run-up to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, nevertheless the ICRC
did make a number of contributions to the evolution of the 1977
Protocols. Unfortunately, the application of IHL was often sorely
lacking in various conflicts, including Korea, Algeria, Vietnam, and
the Middle East.

Communist countries

As noted earlier, the ICRC has historically had difficult relations with
many illiberal governments. This was especially evident during the
Cold War. Communist countries such as China, the Soviet Union,
North Korea, and North Vietnam did not often given serious attention
to IHL. The Geneva Conventions and the humanitarian principles on
which the ICRC based its work were not consistent with the ideology of
many communist countries. Humanitarianism, and the liberal philosophy
on which it is based, stresses respect for the individual and protection
of human dignity. These were not the central values of communist
states. While communist countries professed to be committed to the
eventual liberation and emancipation of the human being, in fact most
communist regimes were based on considerable political and other
forms of repression. Cooperation between communist countries and
the ICRC was probably further hindered by the belief that the ICRC
was a pawn of the West.

The practical impact of these philosophical differences was a
general lack of access to POWs and political prisoners. During the
Korean War (1950–53) the ICRC sought repeatedly and unsuccessfully
to conduct detention visits for individuals held by North Korea. This
same pattern was repeated during the Vietnam War, as the ICRC failed
to obtain access to American flyers shot down and held in the North.
The North Vietnamese did not respect the Geneva Conventions,
tortured enemy prisoners captured during the war, and, by and large,
refused to deal with ICRC delegates. It is also true that there were
many violations of IHL by the United States and its principal ally in
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the south, the government of the Republic of Vietnam. Communist
violations, however, in relative terms, were more systematic.

There were few instances in which a communist country cooperated
with the ICRC. In the 1979 border war between China and North
Vietnam, both sides agreed to detention visits by ICRC delegates. That
both countries were communists apparently provided the space for
allowing neutral humanitarian protection. An additional example of
communist cooperation arose in Eastern Europe. During martial law
in Poland in the early 1980s, the Polish government granted the ICRC
access to political prisoners. This was one of the rare instances in
which the ICRC was able to work inside an Eastern European
communist regime. It is worth remembering that the Soviet Union was
in decline in the 1980s and the Polish government needed all the
sources of legitimacy that it could muster. We see a limited window of
opportunity opening for the ICRC based on the broader political
environment.

Another example of cooperation between the ICRC and a commu-
nist government can be found in Cambodia in 1980. The invasion of
the country by (North) Vietnam left that communist government with
responsibility for lands that had been made destitute in every way by
the radical agrarian communists known as the Khmer Rouge. In that
situation, Hanoi permitted its surrogate Hun Sen government in Phnom
Pen to allow a major relief operation for several years managed by the
ICRC, in tandem with UNICEF. By this time in Southeast Asia, the
pro-Western Republic of Vietnam had ceased to exist, and the United
States had withdrawn most of its military presence in the immediate
region.

Cambodia in 1980 was reminiscent of Hungary in 1956. In the
latter case, the Soviet invasion of its communist neighbor and ally,
which was flirting with more liberal forms of government, left the
communist giant with responsibility for feeding a disrupted Hungarian
nation on the eve of a harsh winter. Hence, Moscow allowed the ICRC
(and other actors like the UNHCR) to provide humanitarian relief for
a time. The ICRC won high marks for its organizational skills in this
operation, but its efforts to visit political prisoners were stymied by the
usual lack of permission from most communist countries most of the
time during the Cold War.

Decolonization and national liberation

Starting in about 1955 and accelerating during the 1960s and 1970s,
the decolonization process was coterminous with many national
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liberation movements in Africa and Asia. The process was usually
politically bumpy and often violent. For the ICRC this meant a
number of operations outside of Europe where the organization was not
very well known, where it did not always have a strong national RC
society to work with, where logistical obstacles to effective programs
were enormous, and where white ICRC personnel from a European
state were not always initially well received.

The Nigerian Civil War, covered in some detail in a later chapter,
presented a good picture of many of the problems faced by the ICRC,
and consequently overcome by it (at least in a relative sense) over a
considerable period of time.

In fact, during any given year during the Cold War, the ICRC might
be found devoting a substantial part of its budget to relief operations
in places like Nigeria, or Ethiopia and neighboring states, or Rhodesia/
Zimbabwe, or Angola, or Mozambique, or Cambodia. Visits to various
categories of prisoners, while usually less expensive than relief opera-
tions, were nevertheless often of long-running duration, as in the
Republic of South Africa where Nelson Mandela and many others
were visited over a number of years. To give yet another example, both
relief and prisoner visits went on for considerable time in Sri Lanka.

Challenges in the Western Hemisphere

Most states in the Western Hemisphere, excepting in the Caribbean,
had obtained legal independence much earlier, so the situation was
generally different from Africa and Asia. Also, the Cold War affected
the region mostly indirectly even if in powerful ways. That is, the main
battle lines of the Cold War were often elsewhere, as in Central Europe
(Germany and Eastern Europe), or East Asia (Korea) or Southeast
Asia (Vietnam), with the exception of the Cuban Missile Crisis (1962).
Still, part of the reason for exceptional detention in the South American
southern cone in the 1970s and 1980s was because of the perception by
conservative factions that “left-wing subversives” threatened the
nation. Violence in Central America in the 1980s, particularly in El
Salvador, Nicaragua, and Grenada, was tied to the broader Cold War,
with “leftist” and “rightist” factions battling for political control in
very nasty ways, with important foreign support on both sides for
much of the time.

In the 1970s and 1980s the ICRC was faced with authoritarian and
military regimes in much of South America. In places such as Brazil,
Columbia, El Salvador, Chile, and Guatemala, the ICRC attempted to
gain access to those individuals detained for political reasons. In some
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states, the military and political leaders refused to give ICRC delegates
immediate access to detainees. This was true, for example, in Argentina
under military rule in early 1977. Months later the ICRC was able to
have contact with detainees, although there were continued threats
against those detainees who spoke about the conditions in which they
were kept. At other times there were hide-and-seek tactics: hiding,
moving, or limiting access to certain security detainees and thus
hindering the humanitarian activities of the ICRC. It was during this
period that these South American “national security states” began the
widespread practice of the “forced disappearance” of persons.24 These
desaparecidos are still largely unaccounted for.

ICRC delegates in a country such as Chile or Argentina compiled
lists of individuals who were missing. These lists were then presented
to the authorities. The response given by these governments was that
these individuals were not under arrest and that the authorities had no
knowledge of the whereabouts of the person in question. The ICRC
was unable to locate many of these individuals, and merely able to
document the fact that these individuals were missing. Countless
numbers of the “disappeared” were killed. This is not to suggest that
the ICRC was completely unsuccessful in its efforts in South America.
Delegates made thousands of visits to detainees and helped secure the
release of numerous individuals. Thus, while the ICRC was not able to
provide humanitarian protection to all individuals who were vulner-
able to the authorities, the organization continued to acquire a
reputation for diligence and humanitarian commitment with regard to
political prisoners, as with regard to its other activities.

These matters were to reappear after the Cold War during the era of
terrorism and counter-terrorism, but this time it was the United States
and its allies that were accused of forced disappearance and ghost
detainees (see Chapter 6).

Organizational changes

At various points during the Cold War, events forced the ICRC to make
changes in organizational structure and operations. These changes
usually occurred slowly, over considerable time. The Nigerian Civil
War (1967–70) demonstrated to the world (via media coverage) and
even to the ICRC itself, that a number of its policies and procedures
needed rethinking. The ICRC entered this war without a well developed
strategy and was unable to cope with new challenges, such as intense
media coverage, other humanitarian actors working in the country,
lack of well trained professional staff, and the political implications of
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some of its decisions. Following its controversial performance in the
Nigerian Civil War, the ICRC agreed, without enthusiasm, to a review
of Red Cross activities by a team of international scholars and offi-
cials. The result was the Tansley Report, which concluded that the
Movement was indeed badly fragmented, with many weak national
units, and that changes should be made to encourage more coopera-
tion between the ICRC, the Federation, and the national RC societies.
By implication, this report criticized the quality of ICRC leadership on
these issues, which, as the “guardian of IHL” and founding agent of
the Movement, had allowed the then-current situation to develop. In
addition, the Tansley Report criticized the excessive secrecy in which
the ICRC operated. This report eventually contributed to gradual
changes in how the ICRC conducted its affairs. (The Nigerian Civil
War and the Tansley Report are further discussed in Chapter 4.)

Throughout the history of the ICRC, it saw a number of initiatives
which threatened the centrality of the Movement in Geneva. In 1867, a
world exposition was held in Paris. Some members of France’s aristoc-
racy and the French National Aid Committee wanted Paris, not
Geneva, to take the lead in promoting humanitarianism.25 Another
threat emerged from Russia in 1883 at an international Red Cross
conference. A Russian proposal was put forth to enlarge the role of the
ICRC and the activities which it undertook. Most damaging of all was
a proposal to enlarge and internationalize the all-Swiss Assembly,
which is the top policy-making body of the organization.26

Later, after World War I, an American, Henry Davison, would
propose and create a League of Red Cross Societies that would challenge
the authority of the ICRC. Davison, leader of the American Red Cross,
and with close ties to President Wilson, sought to develop a strong,
assertive RC Movement, led by the League, which in turn would be led
by the American Red Cross. The League of National Societies (later
renamed the Federation) would deal with various problems, but espe-
cially health issues in peacetime. The ICRC, of course, recognized this
attempt to supplant its authority. Although the ICRC could not prevent
Davison’s creation from coming to fruition, it tried to marginalize it as
much as possible. In the end, the ICRC protected its place in providing
humanitarian protection in situations of conflict, while the Federation
was left to deal with natural disasters and other concerns in peace time.
Although the ICRC retained its pre-eminent position, it nevertheless
had to acknowledge the existence of another body, the Federation, and
relations between the two were far from harmonious.

The ICRC would also see an attempt to challenge its place in
humanitarian protection from Count Bernadotte, the president of the
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Swedish Red Cross after the Second World War. In each instance, ICRC
leaders carefully and skillfully saw these proposals defeated, or at the
very least diluted, and their place at the head of the RC reaffirmed
(either through conferences or by self-declaration). Thus, it was not
only national governments who sought to further their self-interest.
The end result was that the ICRC continued to operate more or less
independently of both the Federation and of national RC societies.

From one view this situation presented beneficial features, in that
the mono-national ICRC (at least via the Assembly) could operate—at
least in principle—on the basis of an efficient neutrality that the
Federation and national RC societies could not always match. From
another view, the independence of the ICRC often contributed to a
fragmented Movement that failed to achieve its maximum potential in
the domain of humanitarian affairs.

It is worth mentioning one last, ongoing external threat to the
centrality of the ICRC’s humanitarianism. During the Cold War, partly
on the basis of technological changes such as ease of transnational
communication and organization, one saw the rise of numerous non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) such as Amnesty International,
Human Rights Watch, and Doctors without Borders. All of these NGOs
took an interest in armed conflict and what the UN sometimes called
“complex emergencies,” and many of them ran relief programs in the
field. In addition, from about 1970, international governmental organi-
zations (IGOs) such as UNICEF and UNHCR became more active
regarding humanitarian relief in conflicts. These organizations now work
in conflict zones which used to be reserved for the ICRC. The ICRC is
no longer the only actor in the field, nor in some cases, the biggest
actor on the scene. In the final chapter we will discuss whether the
ICRC is still a relevant organization in light of these developments.

Conclusions

The origins of the ICRC can be found in Switzerland in the mid-
nineteenth century. Originating with Dunant’s humanitarian concerns
from the Battle of Solferino and continuing through the works of
Moynier, Maunoir, Appia, and Dufour, the ICRC evolved from a small
private organization in Geneva to an agency treated as if it were an
international organization, with a $600 million budget, a staff of some
12,000, and humanitarian operations in all regions of the world. The
ICRC continues to present itself as the guardian of international
humanitarian law and founding agent of the RC Movement. It has
extended its concern from sick and wounded combatants, to captured
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combatants, to civilians caught in wars, to political prisoners. Although
the Geneva Conventions were not always respected (or known) by
soldiers (and probably quite a few policy-makers), over time ICRC
activities had a definite impact on international relations.

The evolution of the organization was often slow and cautious. This
was due to a number of factors, including the influence of Swiss polit-
ical culture, such as discretion and reluctance to go public with
criticism, its relationship with the national RC societies, as well as the
realities of international relations and power politics. Some of these
confines resulted in the controversial policies during World War II and
especially the Holocaust.

Yet throughout its history the ICRC met criticism with changes.
Gradually the organization (both delegates and administrators) became
more professional. Over time the ICRC became increasingly efficient
(delivering relief parcels, visiting POWs, etc.) and more active (sending
out numerous delegates to all regions of the world). As the twentieth
century progressed, the ICRC found creative ways to protect the dignity
of those considered most vulnerable, maintaining a commitment, at
least theoretically, to neutrality and a non-judgmental stance when
confronted with the horrors of war.
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In 1863 the International Committee of the Red Cross started with five
volunteers and no budget. In 2005 the organization consisted of some
2,000 professional staff, another 10,000 support staff, and an annual
budget of about $600 million.1 Over the years it relied less on volun-
teers and more on highly educated, trained professionals. Its budget,
however, remained dependent on voluntary contributions rather than
assessed dues, mostly from states and secondarily from RC societies.
Obtaining information about how and why the ICRC made its deci-
sions regarding particular problems is not easy, although the general
process can be established. It was reasonably clear that the modern
ICRC constituted a highly professional small bureaucracy that tried to
combine creativity in the field with consistency of general policy, as
established by its Geneva headquarters.

The Assembly and its Council

The governing board of the ICRC, its top policy-making organ when
meeting in formal session, is called the Assembly. It has always been
comprised only of Swiss citizens, numbering not more than 25. New
members are selected by a vote of existing members. No outside party
has any say about Assembly membership, not even the International
RC Conference or the RC Federation. From the standpoint of national
law, the ICRC is a Swiss private association governed by its own
statutes.

This arrangement is a historical accident, but there is a rationale for
its continuation. Given permanent Swiss neutrality, which is not just a
treaty provision (from 1815, reaffirmed in 1907) but a policy reality in
contemporary international relations (the Swiss do not join military
alliances), when the ICRC deals with conflict situations its Assembly
will contain no member from a fighting party. So Assembly membership
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guarantees a certain degree of neutrality which enables the organiza-
tion to present itself to fighting parties as a disinterested actor.2

For the first 60 years of the organization, Assembly members were
drawn exclusively from the French speaking, protestant citizens of
Geneva—mostly from the upper middle class. After the First World
War membership was extended to Swiss-Germans and Swiss-Italians,
some of whom were Catholic. The first woman was elected at roughly
the same time. At the time of writing there has been one Jewish member
of the Assembly. No racial minorities have ever been elected, there being
few prominent non-white citizens of Switzerland. There have been a few
union leaders and others said to be left of center in the Assembly, but
most members have been drawn from socially conservative circles—
lawyers, bankers, soldiers, medical doctors, government officials.

The all-Swiss nature of the Assembly has been challenged from time
to time. In 2005 a Republican senator in Washington floated the idea
that the Assembly’s membership should be internationalized, with
Americans holding about a third of the seats, since the United States
provided about a third of the ICRC budget. But this idea did not get
very far even within Republican circles in Washington, since such an
arrangement would largely undermine the ICRC’s image of neutrality
in many conflicts.3 How could the ICRC play any role as a neutral
actor in conflicts involving the United States or NATO, if Americans
(and other individuals from NATO states) sat on the Assembly?

Before the 2005 tempest in a teapot in Washington over Assembly
membership, the last major effort to change the Assembly’s nature had
been after World War II, when Count Bernadotte of the Swedish Red
Cross talked of internationalizing the Assembly. But, particularly given
the start of the Cold War, even he changed his mind and endorsed the
status quo on this point. For one familiar with how the United Nations
Security Council became mostly paralyzed because of deep divisions
within its membership during the Cold War, the lack of political or
strategic divisions within the ICRC Assembly, and its image of neutrality,
was not something to be changed without careful consideration.4

The all-Swiss composition of the Assembly has served Red Cross
humanitarianism reasonably well since the 1860s, with several exceptions.
During the 1930s, many Assembly members were politically conservative,
and more than one Assembly member looked favorably on Italian
fascism as a counterweight to both Nazism and Soviet communism.
One result was more concern for appeasing Mussolini than a vigorous
protection of war victims in Ethiopia.5 During World War II (1939–
45) the Assembly was subjected to pressures from Swiss authorities in
Bern, the latter being concerned to protect Switzerland from German
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invasion or other encroachment on its independence (as noted in the
previous chapter).6 During the Cold War (1947–89), the Assembly was
affected by widespread sentiments of anti-communism and a fear of
the Soviet Union, which was then prevalent in Bern and throughout
Switzerland. By the Nigerian Civil War (1967–70) it was clear that the
all-Swiss Assembly did not always recruit members with the strategic
vision and organizational expertise to operate effectively in interna-
tional relations. There was also the question of whether the all-Swiss
Assembly had provided appropriate leadership for the RC Movement.

The role of the Assembly has clearly been reduced within the orga-
nization. This has occurred for two related contemporary reasons.
First, many of its members remain amateur volunteers when it comes
to humanitarian action, being law professors, bankers and doctors
rather than professional humanitarians. However distinguished they
might have been in their first careers, humanitarian politics and human-
itarian operations demand a certain expertise that they do not always
possess. Also, in the past the Assembly did not perform so well when
trying to micro-manage ICRC policy in complicated situations (as in
the Nigerian Civil War). As a result, now it meets only five times a
year. Its general role is similar to the parliament in many democracies,
responding to and fine tuning initiatives from the executive, setting
general policies, and keeping a special eye on the general budgetary
situation.

The ICRC Assembly, with its reduced importance and new awareness
of the dangers of attempting to play too large a role, is in fact better
constituted in 2005–2006 than the Governing Board of the American
Red Cross. The latter Board is characterized by too large a member-
ship (50), inattentive members (many rarely attend meetings), serious
infighting (five members forced out the then-president in the winter of
2005–2006, with no formal vote and no paper record, one of whom then
became the new president), with resulting controversial performance in
responding to natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina in 2005.7

There is an Executive Council of the ICRC Assembly, which is
made up of three elected members from that body plus the president
and the permanent vice president of the organization. The role of this
body is to make decisions on certain questions of strategy when the
Assembly is not in session. In general, its role has proven more impor-
tant than foreseen when this system was created. Depending on the
assertiveness of the elected members, they can sometimes outvote the
president and compel him to shift policy.

Because it is now recognized that Swiss national interests affected
ICRC decisions particularly in the 1930s and 1940s,8 there has been an
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attempt to enhance the independence of the organization. There is a
headquarters agreement between Bern and Geneva, stipulating that the
organization is off-limits to Swiss officials. In effect, Bern treats the
ICRC as if it were an international inter-governmental organization.
Moreover, it is now specified in ICRC regulations that one cannot be a
member of the Assembly and hold public position in Switzerland. These
measures seek to guard against what happened earlier, when Swiss offi-
cials were also members of the Assembly, and elevated Swiss interests
of state over neutral and impartial humanitarianism.

The president

Henry Dunant was never president of the ICRC. The organization was
built under the leadership of President Gustave Moynier. It was consol-
idated under Presidents Gustave Ador and Max Huber. The latter was
the first ICRC president from German speaking Switzerland. All
Assembly members were French speaking males until the era of World
War I. (Furthermore, there has never been a non-white member of the
Assembly.)

The Assembly in modern times usually looks to the Swiss Confeder-
ation for its president. The president in 2006 was Jacob Kellenberger,
formerly the highest civil servant in the Swiss foreign ministry. Before
him, ICRC president Cornelio Sommaruga was in the bureau of the
Swiss foreign ministry dealing with economic affairs. And before him,
President Alexander Hay was an official in the Swiss central bank. One
theory holds that Assembly members look to the circle of Swiss
governing officials for their president because they do not trust their
own judgment about such things; they therefore opt for someone with
a proven track record in governmental positions. Another theory holds
that Assembly members are conservative and do not want to choose a
professional humanitarian who might “rock the boat”; they therefore
opt for someone cautious enough to have had a successful career as
state official in Bern.

It is a fact that when the ICRC president comes in from Swiss
governing circles, he almost always knows little about the details of
international humanitarian law, Red Cross principles, or the organiza-
tion itself. One recent president asked the staff to explain the difference
between neutrality and impartiality. Two recent presidents had to take
a crash course, partially self-taught, on the 1949 Geneva Conventions
and Additional Protocols. One recent president, despite his career in
foreign affairs, admitted that he knew virtually nothing about the ICRC
when he took the job.9 Yet the process has worked tolerably well in an
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overall sense. Presidents Hay, Sommaruga, and Kellenberger are all
generally regarded as capable presidents who presided over changes in
the organizations with considerable ability. Sommaruga was much more
outgoing than Kellenberger, which is one example of the many ways
these leaders differed, but there has not been a fundamental problem at
the presidential level since the time of Marcel Naville (banker) and
Eric Martin (medical doctor).10

President Kellenberger is the personification of the Swiss preference
for quiet diplomacy compared to public argumentation. He was adept
at quiet maneuvering when he negotiated the Swiss relationship to the
European Union in his previous position in Bern, and he has shown
the same traits at the ICRC. He has kept the confidence of the
Assembly, while positioning his allies in the key positions of director-
general and director of operations. These three persons, who have been
in agreement in most recent years, control around 90 percent of the
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Box 2.1 Presidents of the ICRC

Name Tenure Primary profession

1 Henri Dufour 1863–1864 Soldier

2 Gustave Moynier 1864–1910 Lawyer

3 Gustave Ador 1910–1928 Financier, journalist, and publisher,
president of Swiss Confederation

4 Max Huber 1928–1944 Lawyer, judge

5 C. J. Burckhardt 1944–1948 Professor, diplomat

6 Paul Ruegger 1948–1955 Diplomat

7 Leopold Boissier 1955–1964 Diplomat, professor, civil servant

8 Samuel Gonard 1964–1969 Soldier

9 Marcel Naville 1969–1973 Banker

10 Eric Martin 1973–1976 Doctor and professor of medicine

11 Alexandre Hay 1976–1986 Public official (central bank)

12 Cornelio Sommaruga 1987–1999 Public official (foreign ministry)

13 Jacob Kellenberger 1999–? Civil servant (foreign ministry)

Notes:
Max Huber was sometimes replaced as president by C. J. Burckhardt during the
1940s, owing to the ill health of Huber.
Vice President Jacques Freymond was acting president for a time in the 1960s,
owing to the inability of Marcel Naville to take up the presidency immediately
after his election.
Roger Gallopin, president of the Executive Council, was, in reality, the opera-
tional president of the ICRC during the official presidency of Eric Martin.



policy positions of the organization on questions of strategy and
tactics. Only rarely has Kellenberger had to shift preferences because
of votes in the Executive Council, and almost never because of votes
in the Assembly.

Kellenberger does not cut a strong public figure in RC and diplo-
matic circles, certainly by comparison to Sommaruga. But much of the
ICRC’s work occurs through quiet diplomacy, where a certain personal
warmth and attention to detail are assets. So Kellenberger, like Alexander
Hay, is likely to be well regarded in historical perspective despite the
lack of notoriety in the press. He has faced some controversies about
his management style, but he has defended the organization vigorously
when it was attacked by ultra-nationalist elements in Washington during
controversies about US treatment of enemy detainees (see Chapter 6).
Whether retiring personalities like Kellenberger and Hay are well posi-
tioned to exercise leadership in the RC Movement is an interesting
question. It is one thing to negotiate quietly with governments, while it
is another thing to try to mobilize a fragmented movement without
public and charismatic leadership. Kellenberger’s objective is to empha-
size quiet reliability and predictability.

The Directorate and professional staff

Since about 1970 there has been a power shift inside the ICRC.
Increasingly, policy is made not by the Assembly but by the president
and the other full time humanitarians who make up the Directorate
and professional staff.

The Directorate is basically the cabinet government of the ICRC,
headed by the director-general who is, in effect, the ICRC’s prime
minister. ICRC policy-making is similar to French politics. France has
the president, prime minister, and cabinet, while the ICRC has its pres-
ident, director-general, and Directorate. In the Directorate are the
officials in charge of communication, international law and movement
cooperation, operations, resources and support, and human resources
(personnel). These are the departments or divisions within the ICRC,
providing leadership for the geographical and functional offices that
do the grass roots work.11

As of 2006 President Kellenberger worked well with Director-
General Angelo Gnaedinger (sometimes on leave for reasons of health)
and Director of Operations Pierre Krahenbuhl (sometimes acting
director-general despite his youth). This group was where most key
decisions were made, although they consulted with a variety of other
persons such as the permanent vice president (in 2006 Jacques Forster,
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the loyal long-time number two regardless of who was president), and
numerous advisers in the office of the Directorate. In ICRC policy-
making, there was a persistent effort to consult with those on the
professional side of the organization who had direct knowledge of the
facts in the field. In the history of the organization, there was an ethos
of taking into account “the man on the ground.”

Whereas up until the early 1990s the ICRC was 99 percent Swiss
from top to bottom (with the exception of a few persons of French
nationality in professional positions), from the early 1990s the ICRC
staff was internationalized. This change was driven by the organiza-
tion’s need to recruit and retain persons with various specializations.
After all, how many experts in tropical diseases are produced by Swiss
medical schools? There was also a need for more general delegates,
given the expanded ICRC operations around the world. By 2005 about
half of the ICRC’s professional staff of 2,000 was non-Swiss. Positions
on the professional side, up through the director-generalship itself,
were open to any staff person, regardless of nationality. So in the
future, even the director-general and others in the Directorate might be
non-Swiss. At the time of writing, however, all top officials in the
Directorate remained Swiss, and mostly male for that matter. (In 2006
there was one female in the Directorate.) There were, however, rela-
tively high-ranking females as assistant directors of departments or
advisors in the office of the director-general.

Professional staff recruitment went well in Europe and North
America, and many bilingual persons (French and English) were
attracted to work for the ICRC. Only about 5 percent of professional
staff, however, came from outside these areas. (By contract, most of
the ICRC’s support staff, hired by field delegations and numbering
about 10,000 each year, was non-Western.) The organization did have a
problem, however, in retaining staff. The field work could be
dangerous and exhausting. Many delegates worked on short-term
contracts. Normal family life was difficult for ICRC staff, working as
they did in the danger zones of the world. Consequently, turnover was
high and retention of specialized staff was low. In 2006, of those
starting out, about 75 percent of staff left after three years.

As was mentioned before, the ICRC consists of some 11,200 field
workers, 10,000 of whom are native to the area in which they are
working. While this fact is beneficial in the sense that cultural and
linguistic consistencies tend to be more prevalent, unlike expatriates,
local workers do not, in many cases, have the freedom to exit a situa-
tion if it proves to be dangerously hostile. In 2003, a clear example of
this danger was illustrated by the targeting of Iraqi field workers in
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Baghdad.12 This is yet another reason why retention of staff can be
difficult, especially in areas overwhelmed by war.

Despite all of this, the ICRC has been known for the sterling quality
of its delegates in the field. These role models include Marcel Junod,
during the era of the Spanish Civil War and World War II, Friedrich
Born in Nazi-occupied Hungary, and André Rochat, in the Yemen
after World War II.13 This tradition has been carried over into modern
situations like the Balkan wars of the 1990s and Somalia during the
early 1990s, where ICRC personnel drew widespread praise for their
diligence and pragmatic creativity in the face of grave dangers.

The delegate’s role was not an easy one. In the midst of conflict,
where amenities were unreliable, the delegate was to negotiate with
fighting parties, organize and manage relief, obtain knowledge about
hidden prisoners, trace missing persons, educate about IHL in locally
meaningful ways, stay in touch with various RC and diplomatic circles,
handle the press without violating rules for discretion, and submit a
flood of reports to Geneva.

Since the end of the Cold War, numerous professional ICRC staff
members have been killed in the line of duty, including the head of
delegation in Bosnia in the 1990s.

Finances

There is no assessed payment system to fund the activities of the
ICRC. States can become parties to IHL treaties without becoming
obligated to pay for the humanitarian protection of victims of war.
For ICRC humanitarian activities, there is nothing comparable to the
UN system of assessed dues, which are based primarily on a state’s
ability to pay. The RC Federation has a system of assessed dues from
member RC societies, but the ICRC does not. One probable reason is
that many sovereign states would object to required payments to a
non-state party like the ICRC.

For much of its history the ICRC was in dire straits financially
speaking. This was true after both world wars, when the organization
downsized in major ways, driven by lack of contributions. In 1935, for
example, the organization had a staff of 11, the majority of whom were
typists to handle correspondence.14 Tables 2.1–2.3 detail contributions
to the ICRC.

At the end of 2004, total ICRC expenditures were roughly $582
million, which was slightly below previous years. About 85 percent of
this was provided by voluntary state contributions. The United States
was the leading donor, providing just under 30 percent of ICRC income.
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The other leading Western states, and the European Union, followed as
major donors.

The ICRC operates on the basis of a core or headquarters budget,
designed to cover essential costs, including headquarters support for
field operations, and then a supplementary budget designed to cover
needs in the field as they are anticipated. Unexpected emergencies

Table 2.2 2005 contributions to the ICRC by governments, 
total, all forms, top ten (Swiss francs)

Country Contribution (in Swiss francs)

1 Governments 697,385,000
2 EU 90,129,000
3 IGOs 186,000
4 Miscellaneous 283,000
5 National RC societies 124,903,000
6 Public sources 4,476,000
7 Private sources 42,290,000

Table 2.1 2005 contributions to the ICRC (Swiss francs)

Table 2.3 2005 contributions to the ICRC, total, all forms, 
national RC societies, top ten (Swiss francs)

Country Contribution (in Swiss francs)

1 UK 25,386,661
2 Norway 19,823,541
3 Canada 17,154,816
4 Germany 13,565,732
5 Sweden 6,544,369
6 Japan 6,072,189
7 Australia 6,011,369
8 Austria 5,128,940
9 China/Hong Kong 3,508,811

10 Finland 2,322,715

Country Contribution (in Swiss francs)

1 US 211,831,854
2 UK 100,166,960
3 Switzerland 92,852,704
4 Netherlands 64,809,000
5 Sweden 49,277,670
6 Norway 35,419,207
7 Canada 19,483,325
8 Germany 18,125,401
9 France 13,935,759

10 Japan 13,592,000



result in supplemental appeals. While making its own financial calcula-
tions, the ICRC cooperates with the coordinated UN fund-raising for
all humanitarian/relief operations.

Most of the rest of ICRC operations were covered by voluntary dona-
tions from various national RC societies. Again, the Western ones were
the most generous. Private donations rounded out the picture, including
gifts in cash or kind not only from individuals but also from founda-
tions, corporations, and even some non-governmental organizations.

Whereas the UN had a membership of 191 states in 2004 (and 192
by 2006), only 69 of these made contributions to the ICRC core budget.
The remaining 122 were all parties to the 1949 Geneva Conventions,
but did not feel morally obligated to contribute to the core budget.
Some governments arranged contributions through their national RC
society, the latter often being indistinguishable from a governmental
agency.

Five states, while not contributing to the core budget, did contribute
to the emergency or field budget. One of these, Kuwait, made signifi-
cant contributions. In general, however, wealthy oil states in the Middle
East are not strong financial supporters of the ICRC, even though
many benefit from its services and all have national RC societies. A
number of Islamic states prioritize Islamic charities, not the ICRC.

Among the national RC societies, only the Japanese RC society
reached the $1 million mark in donations. This was more than doubled
by the Canton of Geneva. (Cantons are the internal states making up
the Swiss Confederation; there is both a Canton of Geneva and a city
of Geneva.) So, contributions by national RC societies, while numerous,
were generally small.

In fact, while a typical ICRC total expenditure per year of about
$600 million was a sizable increase when compared with 15 years prior,
this sum was small potatoes in relative terms compared to other public
spending. In the United States, the two presidential candidates in 2004
spent about $600 million in campaign advertising. US military spending
per annum was over $500 billion, when expenditures in Iraq and
Afghanistan were added to the basic Department of Defense budget.
States spent much more on war planning and war fighting than in
coping with the victims of wars and other conflicts.

There were few controversies about ICRC expenditure of funds.
There were multiple audits, both internal and external. The financial
dealings of the organization were fully transparent. Given a Swiss
tradition of great attention to detail, honesty, and propriety (some
might say at least outside Swiss banking circles), there was almost
never a charge of misappropriated funds.15
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There was no doubt that by comparison with NGO relief actors,
ICRC staff were well paid and well supported. The ICRC policy on
this matter was that ICRC personnel should be well taken care of in
order for them to do their job properly. Moreover, if one is going to
retain well trained and experienced personnel, one has to pay them at a
rate, and with benefits, that will keep them from joining the UN or
other organizations. In certain situations the ICRC decided not to use
new vehicles and state-of-the-art communications systems, because
these things invited theft and danger to staff.

Conclusion

Over time, most organizations develop an organizational culture: a set
of ideas about basic values and how to implement them.16 For
example, one scholar sees the UN refugee office (similar to the ICRC
in that it does humanitarian protection and assistance) in these terms:
the UNHCR is supposedly very conservative, resistant to change,
inhospitable to the ideas of outsiders, with an arrogant leadership and
some insensitivity to some of the beneficiaries of its work.17

By comparison, one study of the ICRC, because of its all-Swiss
nature in the past, sees the organization in the following terms: it
shows a commitment to liberalism, collective policy-making, emphasis
on personal integrity and honesty, managerial expertise, transparent
accounting, attention to detail, delay in accepting feminism, aloofness,
secrecy, legalism, aversion to public judgments, and “stolid public
demeanor.”18 Furthermore, as Peter Hoffman and Thomas Weiss note,
“[p]erhaps the ICRC best illustrates an institution’s willingness to
fundamentally reexamine its basic premises.”19 Instead of a rigid
commitment to a basic set of principles, the ICRC has been flexible in
its own self-analysis, and, hence, more apt to make changes when
necessary—albeit very slowly.

If we assume for the moment that this characterization is true, or
mostly true, one of the more interesting questions is: what effects will
the internationalization of staff and the promotion of non-Swiss individ-
uals to high professional positions have on this traditional organizational
culture? That is, if we accept for purposes of discussion that the ICRC
has the organizational culture it now does largely because it has been a
Swiss organization, not some other neutral nationality like Swedish or
Irish, what will a different staff mean?

Will the ICRC be as dedicated to victims of war and politics, with
such great determination and honesty, when the director-general is
Belgian or Pakistani? Will the organization be as cautious and as
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averse to public statements when the director of operations is
Canadian or Nigerian? Will there be debilitating conflict between the
president and the director-general when the former remains Swiss but
the latter is American? Will that projected situation damage the image
of neutrality?

If we accept that some traits of Swiss political culture have been
transferred to the ICRC during the time when the ICRC was all-Swiss,
what can we expect when the Directorate is multi-national? The answers
to these questions are, of course, unknowable at the moment. Raising
the questions, however, gives us a framework for looking at possible
changes in the future.
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The ICRC has played a unique role in the development of international
humanitarian law (IHL). (It has undertaken activities to disseminate
information about IHL and has worked to implement it as well.) It is
not the only organization which has attempted to promote legal devel-
opments regarding humanitarian protection and human rights in
armed conflict. The ICRC has, however, been a catalyst in the develop-
ment of IHL dating back to the nineteenth century (1864), and is
widely recognized as “the guardian of IHL,” although there is much
ambiguity about that role.

Typical ICRC activities for legal development include drafting arti-
cles for treaties, hosting meetings of legal experts, quiet diplomacy at
international conferences, and articulating its view of the contents of
customary international law for armed conflict. In the late twentieth
and early twenty-first century the ICRC has worked in conjunction
with other actors such as the UN to enhance and modernize IHL.
Certainly in this domain the ICRC operates on the basis of state
consent, because it is states that approve treaties in diplomatic confer-
ences. Even with regard to customary international law, the ICRC
seeks state reaction to its views.

This chapter discusses the evolution of IHL and the role played by
the ICRC in furthering humanitarian protection in the legal realm.
Beginning in 1864 and over the course of the twentieth century, the
ICRC quietly pushed for expanded legal protection for wounded
soldiers, POWs, and civilians. We trace this development into the
twenty-first century and conclude with the more recent attempts by the
ICRC to limit human suffering caused by land mines. We also give
attention to the role played by the ICRC in achieving a third protocol
to the 1949 Geneva Conventions in 2005.

3 The ICRC and international
humanitarian law



International law

International law refers to those conventions, treaties, regulations and
customs developed by states to regulate behavior connected to interna-
tional events. One of the main characteristics of international law (IL)
is that it is state-centric. States are the actors that negotiate, formally
approve, and otherwise establish IL. At times they do so with the help
of non-state actors such as the ICRC. Under IL states are the only
entities that have full legal personality. Other actors, such as the United
Nations, have only partial legal personality. In other words, they have
some rights and duties, as determined by states, but not on a par with
states. Other actors besides states may be liable under the law, such as
those fighting for an entity not widely recognized as a state: “rebels,”
militias, national liberation movements, and so on. Individuals may also
be legally accountable under IL, not just the collectivity we call a state.

States may obligate themselves under IL for a variety of reasons,
such as furtherance of reasons of state, desire to advance human
dignity, and the wish to be associated with “public goods” such as the
rule of law. But we are speaking of states, which in general have consid-
erable power. That being so, it is difficult to deal with legal violations.
As Geoffrey Best put it, “The prima-facie complaint about interna-
tional law is simply this: that it holds together better on paper than in
practice, and that states determined to ignore it can do so more or less
with impunity.”1

IL, unlike domestic law in many states, is accompanied by neither a
police force nor a real system of courts with binding jurisdiction to
enforce it. During the Cold War, when the Soviet Union invaded
Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968, how was one supposed
to enforce IL without starting a devastating World War III? If we
assume for purposes of discussion that the US invasion of Iraq in 2003
constituted illegal aggression, how was one supposed to change US
policy? States do not usually allow disputes about the use of force to
reach the World Court (International Court of Justice). Other courts
do not usually have jurisdiction over such disputes either.

Some would go further and suggest that IL is impotent. Certainly
until the 1990s, there were few instances of a national leader being held
accountable for violations of IL, including IHL.2 The conventional
wisdom has been that IHL, dealing with the process of war, along with
the law to regulate the recourse to force, comprises the weakest part of
IL. When states and other armed actors are determined to use force, it
is difficult to impose legal order.
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International humanitarian law

IHL is an attempt to limit the devastation and horrors of armed conflict.
It is an attempt to interject moral considerations into state calculation
of self-interest in the quest to limit the conduct of war. As Hilaire
McCoubrey explains, “IHL is, broadly that branch of public interna-
tional law which seeks to moderate the conduct of armed conflict and
to mitigate the suffering which it causes.”3 But David Kennedy reminds
us that IHL codifies military necessity as well as concern for the indi-
vidual.4 Parts of IHL have more to do with state perceptions of
narrow self-interest than human dignity. For example, fighters who do
not wear uniforms and carry arms openly can be denied prisoner of
war status, or, ICRC visits to those detained in connection to war may
be delayed because of military necessity.

IHL, or jus in bello for war victims, is based on separation from the
law seeking to regulate the start of war, or jus ad bellum. The latter had
its foundations in medieval Christian writers such as Augustine.
Augustine (AD 354–430) believed that conflict and war were inevitable
given the tendency of humans towards aggression and competition.
Thus he articulated conditions when wars could be considered just.
These revolved around notions of self-defense and a state’s treatment
of its inhabitants. If a state was attacked, the state was acting morally
in defending itself. Likewise if a neighboring state was unjustly attacked
by an aggressive nation, other states could fight a war to defend the
vulnerable. Augustine saw this as defense of the innocent. Augustine
also argued that a state that treated its own citizens inappropriately
could be attacked to stop the injustice.5 The ICRC has consistently
avoided commenting on the justness of a war, and questions dealing
with aggression and self-defense, instead choosing to focus on jus in
bello.

Just as there are moral reasons for going to war, there were also
moral ways to conduct a war.6 Within IHL there are a few distinct
traditions.7 The two most important areas are the traditions of The
Hague and Geneva (one could also add Nuremburg and individual
responsibility to this list). Our emphasis will be on the development of
Geneva (or Red Cross) law, focusing on victims.

First we offer a passing remark on Hague law. Developed in two
conventions, the first in 1899 and the other in 1907, Hague law focused
mainly on the methods and weapons employed during war (aerial
bombardment for example, or illegal weapons like dum-dum bullets).
This law, however, also paid attention not only to means and methods
of warfare, but also to victims. Specifically, Article 4 of the 1907 Hague
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Convention IV set out the basic protection for POWs which would be
developed more fully by the ICRC in 1929:

Prisoners of war are in the power of the hostile government, but
not of the individuals or corps who capture them. They must be
humanely treated. All their personal belongings, except arms,
horses, and military papers remain their property.8

The Hague tradition focused on the obligations of states as they
conducted wars.9

The legal tradition arising out of the activities of the ICRC was
Geneva law, focusing not on means and methods, but on victims. As
noted in the second chapter, the creation of the committee which
became the ICRC and ultimately led to the First Geneva Convention
(1864), had its origins in the horrors of the Battle of Solferino. The
ICRC would continue from then on to encourage greater protection
for the victims of armed conflict as the need arose. A few important
elements are essential to the 1949 Geneva Conventions (GC) and
Additional Protocols, which comprise the most important part of
modern IHL. We mention these core elements briefly here and elabo-
rate on them further.

First, there is the combatant/non-combatant distinction. Those
individuals not taking an active role in hostilities are not to be targeted
or abused by those combatants who are fighting. This notion is abso-
lutely central to contemporary efforts to limit war. Those, like Al
Qaeda, who do not respect this principle, are essentially committed to
total war rather than limited war to spare as many victims as possible.
Second, fighters, when hors de combat, or out of the fight, are to be
given a humane quarantine for the duration of the war. Third, those
responding to the needs of victims, and their resources, are to be
regarded as neutral. Thus, an ICRC offer of services is to be regarded
as a neutral act, or a facility marked with the RC protected symbol (to
be explained more fully later) is to be regarded as immune to attack.
Another important distinction, produced more by states than the
ICRC, is that between international armed conflict (armed conflict
between two or more states), and non-international armed conflicts
(armed conflict occurring within a state). International wars are
covered by the bulk of IHL, while internal wars are covered by
Common Article 3 in the 1949 law, and Additional Protocol II, in
addition to whatever customary IHL exists on the subject. Violence
such as riots and rebellions that do not rise to the level of armed
conflict are not covered by IHL but rather by human rights law.
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IHL is one aspect of IL and shares in its weaknesses. There is no
guarantee that individuals who violate IHL will be held accountable
and punished. For example, the 1864 Geneva Convention established
no means of enforcing that treaty.10 At some points in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries international courts have been established
and individuals charged with violations of IHL. The Nuremburg and
Tokyo tribunals, created in the aftermath of World War II, are examples
of such courts. Although not without criticism, especially of victor’s
justice and ex post facto crimes, Nuremburg and Tokyo were early
blueprints for the international courts that followed: the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia; the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda; the International Criminal Court. There have
been other internationally approved criminal courts as well, connected
to events in places like Sierra Leone, East Timor, Cambodia, etc.

Most of IL, in so far that it is adjudicated at all, is adjudicated in
national courts. But national courts, whether military or civilian, are
notoriously reluctant to apply rigorous legal justice to their own
nationals in a situation of war. Historically states have been reluctant
to establish strong enforcement mechanisms that could leave their citi-
zens vulnerable to prosecution and restrict state sovereignty. The
criminal courts noted above try individuals, not states.

Despite the historically limited effort to adjudicate international law
connected to force, all governments and all state military establish-
ments officially support legal regulation of force. In theory, they
oppose aggressive use of force and they support legal protections for
victims of war.

Creating IHL: the Geneva Conventions and beyond

The 1864 Geneva Convention

The First Geneva Convention developed out of a conference of states
held in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1864. The Swiss government hosted
the conference and invited mainly Western European states to discuss
codifying assistance to wounded soldiers. It was the efforts of the
ICRC to publicize the importance of medical assistance in times of
war throughout Europe that led to this diplomatic conference in
Geneva. But ultimately the codification of IHL is a state-dominated
process. In wartime it is states that allow medical provisions for
soldiers, and it is states that sign international treaties. Despite the
central role played by states, the ICRC was critical for the 1864 treaty
(it drafted the text), and for the Geneva law that developed thereafter.
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The essence and purpose of the 1864 Geneva Convention was to
ensure that soldiers injured in battle would receive medical assistance,
so as to prevent further suffering. So long as the soldier had laid down
his arms, neutral medical assistance should be provided based solely
on need.11 The ICRC sought the establishment within each country of
a private society to collect medical supplies in preparation for wartime
and then assist those wounded. Hence, if a war broke out, the
national society could provide medical assistance to those soldiers in
need. The ICRC realized that state consent would be necessary for
medical assistance to be carried out in proximity to the battlefield.
Furthermore, the ICRC saw the need for the neutralization of the
medical personnel providing assistance. To prevent these individuals
from becoming a target, the ICRC sought to have them wear a
distinctive sign, which was initially a red cross on a white back-
ground.12 This too required state consent and a guarantee by a state’s
military not to attack any medical personnel wearing this protected
emblem.13 Ultimately 12 states agreed to these provisions and the first
element of Geneva law was created. Dunant argued that the 1864
Geneva Convention was a “legal watershed with respect to efforts to
reduce the suffering engendered by war.”14 By 1867 over 20 states had
ratified the GC, including the Ottoman empire (although the latter
insisted on the neutral emblem of a Red Crescent rather than Red
Cross).15

The 1906 Geneva Convention

The 1906 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition
of the Sick and Ship-Wrecked Members of the Armed Forces at Sea
tried to extend the basic protection found in the first GC to those mili-
tary personnel fighting sea battles. Individuals serving in their
country’s navy were no less entitled to basic medical treatment than
their counterparts on land. Thus, the ICRC lobbied for the creation
and protection of medical vessels that would accompany their navy
into battle. These floating hospitals, as well as their crew, were also to
be granted neutral protection, as were medics assisting wounded
soldiers on land. This presented some additional logistical problems
for medical assistance but none that were insurmountable according to
the ICRC. In pushing for the 1906 Geneva Convention, the ICRC saw
the logical extension of the humanitarian protections found on land to
sea warfare. Simultaneously, the 1864 Convention for land warfare was
revised to take into account humanitarian issues not adequately covered
by the earlier treaty.
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The 1929 Geneva Convention

The 1929 Geneva Convention focused on providing humanitarian
protection to prisoners of war (POWs). This developed in response to
the conditions of World War I. World War I saw various abuses
committed against captured military personnel. It was during World
War I that the ICRC expanded its “services” beyond wounded soldiers
in battle to those soldiers who were POWs, despite the lack of a precise
legal mandate. ICRC delegates made hundreds of visits to POWs held
in military camps and provided food and supplies. Geneva even
published the reports of its POW visits. Following these experiences,
the ICRC began the push for enlarging IHL. Again we should note
that the ICRC acted on the ground before more complete legal mecha-
nisms were developed to protect vulnerable individuals. That is, while
the earlier Hague Conventions mentioned POWs, the specifics of that
law did not prevent the reprisals and appalling conditions that the
ICRC witnessed in the POW camps during 1914–19. From the perspec-
tive of the ICRC, there was little difference between the suffering of a
wounded soldier on the battlefield and a captured soldier held in a
military camp who lacked basic food or medical treatment. The basic
principle was the same: protect the dignity of fighters hors de combat.

ICRC activities eventually led to the 1929 Geneva Convention for
the Protection and Welfare of Prisoners of War. This treaty attempted
to establish some fundamental rights for captured soldiers. POWs
could not be tortured or assaulted, nor could they be paraded around
or humiliated. The detaining power must provide for the basic needs of
the POW including food, water, medical treatment, and housing. The
treaty did not provide for ICRC rights of visitation; that was only to
come in 1949. Yet during World War II, states that had consented to
the 1929 Convention generally afforded the ICRC access to POWs.
This access is one of the most significant activities of the ICRC. Today
the ICRC has more access to POWs and other categories of combat-
ants around the world than any other organization.

The ICRC’s activities and experiences during World War I demon-
strated the need for the development of additional protections for
other fighters and those seen as enemies in the eyes of a government.
The situation in Hungary and Russia in 1919, and immediately there-
after, indicated to the ICRC that individuals detained in internal war
or for political opposition were just as vulnerable to abuse as prisoners
of war. Thus, the ICRC, after World War I, having expanded its prac-
tical work for POWs, also expanded its work on the ground for other
fighters hors de combat, or those viewed as an enemy.
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Furthermore, given the devastation and destruction of cities and the
countryside during World War I, the ICRC recognized that civilians
were more vulnerable than in past wars. The ICRC after World War I
attempted to get legal protections for civilians caught up in armed
conflict. However, because of governmental policies, it would have to
wait another 20 years before this would come to fruition via the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949 for civilians in war and occupied territory.

The four Geneva Conventions of 1949

The four GCs of 1949 remain the core of modern IHL. Despite a
determined attack after World War II by the communist camp to
discredit and even destroy the ICRC, the ICRC was essential to these
legal developments.16 The ICRC, acting with the Swiss government,
saw a diplomatic conference convened, which resulted in the most
significant and far-reaching aspect of IHL. Virtually all states have
now formally agreed to the requirements and obligations of the four
interlocking treaties of 12 August 1949 for victims of war.17 The intent
of most of the four treaties is to humanize international armed
conflict. To avoid complications from situations of undeclared war,
Article 2 states:

In addition to the provisions which shall be implemented in peace-
time, the present Convention shall apply to all cases of declared
war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between 2 or
more of the High Contracting Parties, even if a state of war is not
recognized by one of them.

The four GCs of 1949 incorporated many aspects of the previous
conventions and extended basic humanitarian protection to civilians.
For example building on the first Geneva Convention of 1864, but also
reflecting some of the horrors of World War II, Article 12 of 1949 GC
#1 says of military personnel:

Wounded or sick, shall be respected and protected in all circum-
stances. They shall be treated humanely and cared for by the Party
to the conflict in whose power they may be, without any adverse
distinction founded on sex, race, nationality, religion, political
opinions, or other similar criteria. … Any attempt upon their lives,
or violence to their persons, shall be strictly prohibited; in partic-
ular, they shall not be murdered or exterminated, subject to
torture or to biological experiment.18



The detailed protections laid out for POWs in the 1929 Geneva
Convention were also reaffirmed and expanded. The 1949 POW
convention (1949 GC #3) called for “the humane treatment of pris-
oners from the moments of capture and interrogation, through all
facets of the internment, up to their return to normalcy through the
gates of release, repatriation, or death.”19 The basic premise was that
POWs should not suffer. As Rousseau had argued much earlier, upon
capture, the POW ceased being an active agent of his (or her) state and
reverted to being an individual citizen entitled to respect for human
dignity.

According to the new fourth GC of 1949, civilians were to be
protected from looting, from becoming a hostage, and from acts of
violence against their person or prosperity. Furthermore, civilians were
entitled to food, water, and medical assistance from an occupying
power. As the United States was to discover in the wake of its 2003
invasion of Iraq, a state seizing control of foreign territory by force
had specific and extensive legal obligations to the civilian population.
Or, as Secretary of State Colin Powell was reported to have said in the
context of debate before that invasion, if you break it you are going to
own it. The ICRC’s interest in protecting civilians stemmed from its
experiences in the two world wars, as well as internal wars in places like
Spain. The ICRC sought a fundamental distinction between the mili-
tary (those fighting) and the civilian population (those vulnerable
individuals taking no part in the armed conflict). This distinction is
essential to IHL.20

Norms protecting civilians were not new concepts in the middle of
the twentieth century. There existed a long tradition in various regions
of the world of immunity for non-combatants. McCoubrey, for example,
outlines humane treatment of civilians (and soldiers) in Indian history.21

One could see the same thinking in notions of chivalry and religious
mandates among soldiers during the Crusades. Women, children and
the elderly or sick were considered vulnerable or in need of special
protection.22 Thus, in times of war, honorable soldiers would not
target or abuse those vulnerable individuals they might come upon. Of
course it is also true that despite notions of chivalry, religious obliga-
tions, or Enlightenment morals, in all wars, violence upon innocent
civilians has occurred.

An additional area of concern for the ICRC was conflicts within a
state or non-international armed conflict. International law and the
previous Geneva Conventions focused on armed conflicts between or
among states. States were reluctant to extend humanitarian protection
and legitimacy to those trying to overthrow their government or carve
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out a new polity. Uprisings within states were viewed by state leaders
as criminal activities. However, the ICRC saw little humanitarian
difference between civil wars and international armed conflict. In the
Spanish Civil War of the 1930s, one saw the participation of outside
parties, such as the Soviets on the side of the Spanish republicans and
the Germans and Italians on the side of the Franco rebels. The inter-
nationalized civil war is not a new phenomenon. From the perspective
of the ICRC, all that mattered was protecting human dignity, regard-
less of the source of that threat. This was legally accomplished by the
minimal protections set out in Article 3, common to the four 1949
GCs. These protections would be refined and made more complex in
Additional Protocol II in 1977.23

By the end of 1949 over 50 states had signed the four new GCs. This
number rose to over 190 by 2006. The 1949 GCs were, according to
Caroline Moorehead, “what the earlier ones had always been: a set of
rules, against which could be made appeals for decent treatment during
armed conflict.”24 They were, to paraphrase Michael Ignatieff, a fire-
wall against barbarism. They were intended to guarantee that
belligerents did not become barbarians.

The Additional Protocols of 1977

The ICRC, while not the primary force behind the Additional
Protocols, did help to expand the Geneva Conventions and IHL. The
ICRC assisted in drafting the protocols even though many states left
their fingerprints on different articles in the two legal instruments.25

Protocol I extended IHL in international wars, while Protocol II
focused on internal wars. Protocol II, building on Common Article 3
from 1949, still remains the only treaty pertaining to internal armed
conflict (but with a definition of that type of conflict somewhat
different from Common Article 3).

Part of the drive for the Additional Protocols came from the newly
created states of the Third World. Having emerged from the decolo-
nization of the 1950s and 1960s these states wanted international law
and IHL in particular to reflect their interests. One specific aspect that
they saw lacking in IHL was protection for those freedom fighters
involved in national liberation movements fighting colonial and impe-
rial governments. Especially when looking at Protocol I, we see that
many Third World states saw it as a means to target South Africa’s
apartheid government and Israel’s occupation of Palestine. The Third
World, supported by the communist camp, wanted Black South
Africans and Palestinians to have POW status and protection. The
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Box 3.1 Common Article 3

Common Article 3 states the minimal standards of humane
treatment:

“In the case of armed conflict not of an international character
occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties,
each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum,
the following provisions:

(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including
members of armed forces who have laid down their arms
and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds,
detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded
on race, color, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any
other similar criteria.
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain 
prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with
respect to the above-mentioned persons:

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all
kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;

(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating

and degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of 

executions without previous judgment pronounced by
a regularly constituted court affording all the judicial 
guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by
civilized peoples.

(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.”26

An interesting and significant aspect of the third and fourth
GCs in 1949 for the ICRC was the inclusion of the right of
visits to detained persons, whether military or civilian.27

These two GCs obligated states to give the ICRC access to
POWs, and detained civilians covered by the fourth GC.28

Visits could be delayed, but not indefinitely, only by impera-
tive military necessity, which, unfortunately, was not defined.



basic attempt was to grant a higher legal status to “wars of national
liberation,” so they would be classified as an international war rather
than some kind of “internal” violence. Thus, the development of this
aspect of IHL was thoroughly wrapped up in power politics. Not
surprisingly both Israel and the United States refused to ratify
Protocol I.

An additional point to note concerning the Additional Protocols
relates to the convergence of Hague and Geneva law. In the two
Additional Protocols we notice articles that deal with traditional
Geneva protections such as protection of civilians, detention condi-
tions, and access to POWs. For example, AP I, Article 48:

Parties to … conflict shall at all times distinguish between the
civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects
and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their opera-
tions only against military objectives.29

The AP I attempts to clarify the combatant/civilian distinction by
arguing that anyone who is not a combatant (who is not taking active
part in hostilities) is a civilian.

The AP I also included requirements concerning the methods of
combat. Thus, in the Additional Protocols we see the merging of Hague
and Geneva law. This is not all that surprising given that the methods
used in armed conflict (Hague tradition) will have an impact on
injuries to soldiers/combatants and on civilians (types of weapons used,
i.e. exploding bullets, chemical agents, etc.). Since the ICRC’s primary
concern is to protect human dignity in armed conflict, and since
threats to human dignity can arise from various sources, it is under-
standable that the ICRC would eventually become the guardian and
promoter of Hague law as well as Geneva law.30 Moreover, one of the
leading champions of Hague law at the turn of the century, the
Russian czar, was no longer around.

It is worth reiterating that the ICRC was not the sole actor, nor lead
actor in the development of the Additional Protocols. By the 1970s the
ICRC was no longer the only organization interested in IHL. Given
the role of the United Nations in international relations and the exis-
tence of numerous NGOs interested in human rights and humanitarian
protections, the ICRC is now just one voice among many in the field.
When compared to the 1864 Geneva Convention we see a very
different international environment, and hence, it is not difficult to
understand that the role of the ICRC in the development of IHL has
somewhat diminished over time, or at least become more complicated.
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Land mine treaty—the 1997 Ottawa Convention on anti-personnel
mines

Anti-personnel land mines were of particular concern to those inter-
ested in IHL because of the indiscriminate damage that can be done to
non-combatants. Small anti-personnel land mines, triggered by body
weight or a trip wire, while effective from a military point of view,
could prove to be incapacitating or even deadly years after a conflict
ended if they were not properly mapped and then deactivated. All too
often land mines were not deactivated, and civilians who accidentally
came upon them would suffer loss of limb or death by merely walking
in the wrong field. The ICRC played an important role to limit the use
of land mines via the development of the Ottawa Treaty. In this we see
the ICRC adopting a more assertive role as a public advocate, while
still avoiding finger-pointing in public about particular governments or
other fighting parties.31

The ICRC encouraged the Canadian government to focus on
limiting the use of these land mines. As President Sommaruga stated
bluntly in 1995, land mines are “an affront to humanitarian values,
an affront to civilization.”32 The ICRC tried to persuade other states
to become involved in the issue by compiling data on the number of
civilians hurt or killed after fighting ended. Based on ICRC activities
over the years, these statistics lent authority to the subject.
Furthermore, the ICRC engaged in a very public campaign for the
land mine treaty. The United States, which was the ICRC’s largest
donor, pressed the organization to abandon its support for a total
ban on anti-personnel mines. Despite this, the ICRC held firm on its
position and continued its efforts to ban the use of land mines as well
as to dismantle them. Thus, the ICRC joined with other NGOs and
many national RC societies, along with “like minded” states, to
achieve the Ottawa Treaty. The Ottawa Convention forbids “the
production, stockpiling, use, and export of anti-personnel landmines.”
This ban was fundamentally humanitarian in purpose.33 The United
States has not ratified this treaty as of 2006, arguing that anti-
personnel land mines are militarily necessary in places like the Korean
peninsular.

Despite a complicated and broad legislative process for modern
IHL, in this case the ICRC carved out a special place for itself in the
campaign leading up to the Ottawa Treaty. It lent its authority in IHL
to the process, bringing in retired military officials to speak in favor of
the ban, and helping to dispel the notion that those in favor of the ban
were radicals and amateurs.
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The 2005 third Additional Protocol

The ICRC was also important in the legislative process that added a third
protocol to the 1949 GCs, this time on the subject of neutral emblems.

The ICRC had long been trapped in a controversy primarily
involving Israel. The 1949 GCs, formally created by states, recognized
the Red Cross and the Red Crescent as neutral symbols in interna-
tional armed conflict. Israel and its official aid society, Magen David
Adom (MDA), refused to use either one, but rather the red Star of
David (six-sided star). Therefore, under its rules and the rules of the
RC Movement, the ICRC could not recognize MDA as part of the RC
network. That being the case, the RC Federation could not admit MDA
to membership. The ICRC was sometimes falsely accused of being
anti-Semitic and biased against Israel. These charges, however false,
were not helpful to its work, especially after the controversy about
whether the ICRC had tried hard enough to help Jews under Nazi
control in the 1930s and 1940s.34

To complicate matters, the leadership of the American Red Cross
(ARC) started withholding its assigned dues to the core budget of the
Federation, in protest over the exclusion of MDA. The fact that the
Federation could not admit a society that had not been previously
recognized by the ICRC seemed to make no difference to the ARC. And
the fact that the ICRC could not recognize a society that had not agreed
to use a neutral emblem approved by states also seemed not to matter
to the ARC. So the Federation lost about 25 percent of its core/admin-
istrative/headquarters budget on an issue over which it had no control.

Given this situation, early in the twenty-first century the ICRC took
up a new round of quiet diplomacy to resolve the impasse. The result,
to make a long story short, was the calling of a diplomatic conference
by the Swiss government in late 2005, and the adoption, by divided
vote, of a “Red Crystal” as a third neutral emblem. The RC Movement
then met in June 2006 and adopted the same third emblem in its
proceedings, thus allowing for the recognition of MDA, which agreed
to use the new symbol. MDA was then recognized by the ICRC and
admitted to the Federation.

States voting against the Red Crystal, led by Syria, were mainly
Arab and Islamic. For them the issue was legitimacy of the state of
Israel, and recognition of its quasi-governmental aid society in inter-
national relations. Again we see that interest in neutral humanitarianism
can get entangled in power politics. But again we see that the ICRC
was central to legislative developments on IHL, working quietly with a
variety of governments and national RC societies, and certainly working
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with the Federation, to finally resolve this sticky problem that had
aroused various passions.

Implementing IHL

Having played a role in drafting aspects of IHL, the ICRC is also
engaged in efforts and activities to see that IHL is respected and imple-
mented during armed conflict. Most of what we have to say on this
matter is treated in the chapters that cover provision of assistance and
relief, detention visits, and tracing of missing persons.

Here we briefly note that to begin to see IHL respected, it first must be
known. For example, in Somalia in the 1990s, it was only a slight exag-
geration to say that no one with a weapon had ever heard of the GCs.
Similar problems confronted ICRC delegates some 30 years earlier in
the violence that engulfed Yemen. The Yemeni fighting parties, with the
exception of Egypt, then fighting on the side of the Yemeni Republic,
had never heard of IHL or the RC Movement, much less the ICRC.35

Thus the ICRC and national RC societies now hold workshops and
seminars, and in myriad ways, from comic books to puppet shows, try
to disseminate the principles and basic notions found in IHL.

It is crucial that the military within a state understands its obliga-
tions under IHL. Thus, servicemen and women must receive proper
training in the content of IHL, and especially the GCs. Given the lack
of adjudication, historically, on behalf of IHL, the law has been gener-
ally applied to the extent that it has through military training and
supervision. In other words, given the historical absence of hard law
through court decisions, IHL has been mostly implemented through
the soft law of military training. It has been said of the My Lai
massacre in Vietnam (1968), in which Lt. Calley and others killed
hundreds of unresisting and unthreatening civilians under their
control, that many US conscripts had been rushed into the violent situ-
ation without adequate training in the laws of war.

Dissemination is an obligation of the GCs (1949). For example,
Article 144 of GC #4 specifically requires states to spread the norms
of IHL.36 The norms of Additional Protocol I covering issues of crim-
inal justice place the emphasis on commanders to properly train,
supervise, and control their subordinates.

Conclusion

The ICRC, as guardian of IHL, tries to advance a legal framework to
limit the destruction of war, whether international or internal. At the
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same time, to prioritize its field work involving relief to the civilian
population, detention visits, and tracing of missing persons, it tries to
minimize its role in public accusations about which fighting party has
violated which aspect of IHL. It will sometimes make such public
pronouncements, but only as a last resort. The ICRC, therefore, walks
a delicate line, a balancing act on a high wire as it were, between
emphasizing the legal obligations of states and other fighting parties
under IHL, and getting on with its services to the victims of war. Some
of these humanitarian services require discretion and prudence instead
of public accusations.
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The International Committee of the Red Cross started with a focus on
wounded fighters and also showed early interest in detained fighters,
but from World War I on it also focused on civilians. From a moral
point of view, why should a concern for victims of war be limited to
combatants but not civilians? As military technology evolved, so did
the numbers of civilians in distress from fighting—from such factors as
aerial attack and long-range bombardment. Because of these techno-
logical and other reasons (e.g. ethnic cleansing), modern wars in places
like the Balkans resulted in victims that were about 85 percent
civilian.1 Thus, for both material and political reasons, many modern
wars tended to be total wars, with great civilian destruction. While
some ICRC assistance is directed to wounded or otherwise incapaci-
tated fighters, most assistance is for the civilian population.

In the 1930s the ICRC, based on its earlier experiences, pushed for
greater legal protection of civilians from the horrors of war. Unfor-
tunately for civilians, these efforts were opposed by many states. It was
not until 1949, after the destruction of World War II, that states agreed
to the fourth Geneva Convention of that year covering civilians in
armed conflict and during occupation. While the overall treaty covers
international war, Article 3 pertains to internal or intra-national war.
That Article provides that “Persons taking no active part in the hostili-
ties … shall in all circumstances be treated humanely …” To this end,
in particular certain acts were expressly prohibited, including “outrages
upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treat-
ment.” These standards pertained to civilians as well as to fighters who
were disabled by wounds, sickness, or capture.

Under the fourth Geneva Convention there is a right to humanitarian
assistance for the civilian population victimized by war, although the
ICRC has no monopoly on the provision of this assistance.2 The treaty,
unfortunately, does not specify exactly who is to provide this assistance
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or under what conditions. The legal framework was not much clarified
by Protocol I of 1977. While that addition to IHL reaffirmed a right to
humanitarian assistance in armed conflict, it also failed to specify the
details of that right. Yet, fighting parties are under a legal obligation to
allow such assistance to civilians in need. This is the law on the books,
which is often not fully matched by the law in action, mainly because of
the policies of fighting parties.

In many wars, complex emergencies, and situations of internal trou-
bles, the provision of civilian relief has become a central feature of the
conflict, for both humanitarian and political reasons.3 This was very
true of the Nigerian Civil War (1967–70), involving claims to indepen-
dence by “Biafra.” It was equally true of the Balkan wars (1991–95),
involving the disintegration of former federal Yugoslavia. It was
equally true in Somalia in the early 1990s, which descended into clan
fighting in the absence of central government. In these wars, the ICRC
was centrally involved, not least for reasons of trying to provide assis-
tance to the affected civilian populations. In these and many other
situations, the ICRC was at the center of the politics of humanitarian
assistance.

The notion of humanitarian assistance

The ICRC’s humanitarian assistance is but a subset of the larger
notion of humanitarian protection. The ICRC seeks to protect human
dignity in conflicts by three primary means: development of interna-
tional humanitarian law (IHL), detention visits, and assistance, mostly
to civilians. This assistance, or relief, includes provision of food, water,
clothing, shelter, and health care. It also includes restoring family
contacts through the tracing of missing persons, restoration of other
family ties, and a variety of other civilian-related tasks such as reinte-
grating former child soldiers into civil society. Increasingly some
emergency civilian relief spills over into longer-term development
assistance. For example, in some war-torn areas, the ICRC helps with
the vaccination of cattle or the provision of seeds for planting, in order
to help the civilian population become economically self-sufficient
after debilitating conflict. So in the “hand off” from relief to develop-
ment, the ICRC has developed a transitional role.

In moral terms, assistance operations are just as important as
detention visits. “Protecting a person from death by starvation is just
as important as protecting a person from death by torture. Protecting a
person from hypothermia is just as important as protecting a person
from confinement in painful positions.”4 In legal terms, the fourth
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Geneva Convention of 1949 for protection of civilians in armed conflict
and occupation is just as important as the third Geneva Convention of
1949 for protection of combatants who are hors de combat (out of the
fight).

The general process

ICRC assistance, mainly to the civilian population, can be analyzed
according to five factors.5

Knowledge and access

First, the ICRC has to be aware of civilians in distress because of
conflict and negotiate access to them. Because of the organization’s
numerous regional, national, and sub-national offices around the
world, which serve as a basis for its extensive on-going operations, the
ICRC is usually well informed about the plight of civilians in interna-
tional wars, civil wars, and internal troubles. Moreover its headquarters
in Geneva not only keeps up with the international communications
media but is in constant touch with diplomatic missions in Geneva and
also a great variety of NGOs that have offices in that city. The ICRC
circulates to its officials a daily review of the global press emphasizing
humanitarian matters. The organization also, as a UN observer, has an
office in New York through which the ICRC is in touch with virtually
all members of the United Nations.

While the ICRC, because of IHL, has a right of detention visits in
international war, it has no clear right to deliver humanitarian assis-
tance in any of the various types of conflicts that can endanger civilians.
But the organization normally “offers its services” to fighting parties,
stressing its traditional work based on the principles of independence,
neutrality, and impartiality. In many if not in most situations where
the ICRC desires to activate its humanitarian assistance, it achieves
some access—but not always to its full satisfaction. At a maximum it
seeks freedom of movement to make assessments, the monitoring of
relief to ensure neutrality and impartiality, administrative control over
the delivery system for the same reasons, and the ability to implement
studies that assess the impact of its relief.

On rare occasions it will find its relief at an end when the parties
prevent a sufficient degree of neutrality or impartiality. This the ICRC
discovered in the 1980s regarding Ethiopia. That government had
adopted a relocation scheme for civilians, designed to significant
degree to deprive enemy irregular fighters from using normal civilian
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life as a cover for their military operations. For the ICRC to provide
civilian assistance in relocation camps was to provide support for one
of the basic strategies of the Ethiopian side. Since Geneva was not able
to negotiate alternatives to its satisfaction, it either withdrew or was
asked to leave, depending on which unclear report one wishes to
believe. The point is that the organization strives for its relief to be
seen as both impartial (equal concern for all in need) and neutral (not
unreasonably contributing to the political or military objectives of a
principal party).

Its preferred mode of operation is to proceed only on the basis of
the negotiated consent of the parties. There are legal and other reasons
for this: the ICRC is linked to IHL as approved by states, and throughout
its history it has tried to nurture the good will of public authorities—
which presumably allows the organization to achieve what it does. A
practical fact looms large, however, in such considerations. It is very
dangerous if not impossible to organize a large-scale relief effort in
secret or against the wishes of a fighting party. The ICRC operates on
the principle of neutrality, which means that in theory, and in fact 99
percent of the time, it does not allow any weapons in the vicinity of its
operations. So the ICRC normally negotiates the terms of its access for
its unarmed relief efforts. In the last analysis, it is all too often the
fighting parties with their weapons that control the extent of, and
nature of, humanitarian relief.

In virtually all modern conflicts, the ICRC has achieved some
degree of access to civilians in distress. This was true in Palestinian
territory occupied by Israel after the 1967 war (and complicated by
other violence in that area after that time), in Cambodia after the
Vietnamese invasion of 1979, during the Balkan wars of the 1990s, in
Somalia during the early 1990s, in Rwanda during 1994, and so on
through the conflicts in the Sudan (Darfur) and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo which were continuing at the time of writing.
The ICRC was there in the midst of conflict, and much of its work was
devoted to civilian assistance of various sorts. During World War II,
the ICRC normally provided relief after combat, in occupied territory
for example. Since the Nigerian Civil War, the ICRC normally operates
in the midst of conflict, as well as in occupied territory.

Sometimes it becomes too dangerous for the ICRC to deliver relief
in conflicts, and so in modern conflicts in places like Bosnia and the
Democratic Republic of Congo it has had to suspend its operations for
a time.

In a few situations the ICRC undertook a “cross-border” relief
operation without the advance consent—or clear consent—of one of
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the fighting parties. It might have informed such a party of its opera-
tions at some point in time, but it did not secure clear consent in
advance. This occurred as far back as the Nigerian Civil War (1967–
70), along the contested border between Ethiopia and Eritrea and
Tigray in the 1980s, and in that same decade along the Iranian-Iraqi
border during their long war (1980–88). In the Nigerian case, a Red
Cross relief plane was eventually shot down by elements of the
Nigerian air force, with loss of life, contributing to the termination of
the ICRC role in that conflict. In the Ethiopian case, Red Cross relief
trucks were fired upon by elements on the Ethiopian side, but ineffec-
tually. These and a few other cases of “cross-border” operations
constitute the exceptions that prove the general rule that the ICRC
normally proceeds with relief on the basis of the negotiated consent of
the parties.

Assessment

Second, the ICRC must accurately assess civilian needs. The organiza-
tion has personnel who specialize in this task and who can be
dispatched on short notice from Geneva if they are not already in the
conflict area. The ICRC prefers to make its own assessments, but at
times it will rely on certain reliable partners. In Iraq during the mid-
1990s, when UN-authorized economic sanctions had led to great
hardship for the civilian population, the ICRC relied at least partly on
assessments of the situation from the World Health Organization and
also UNICEF.

In many situations in the past, assessment of civilian need was a
multi-faceted and fragmented affair, with different organizations,
sometimes including states, making partial reports based on their
partial knowledge of different parts of the area affected. From the
early 1990s the United Nations tried to improve on this state of affairs,
and by the time of writing one found in New York an Emergency
Relief Coordinator with the rank of under secretary-general. One of
the roles of this office was to coordinate the various assessment reports
from WHO, UNICEF, World Food Program, the UN Development
Program, etc., as well as the reports from various relief and develop-
ment NGOs. The ICRC, while stressing its formal independence from
the UN, cooperated with this system in a practical way. In addition
to this network in New York (the NGO component was called
InterAction), the ICRC stayed in close contact with a similar network
of IGOs and NGOs in Geneva (the NGO component of which was
ICVA).
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Because the ICRC is usually present in one way or another in most
conflict situations, and because of its detailed and bottom-up process
for planning each year’s budget for the organization, the ICRC’s
assessment of civilian need is usually an important component of the
larger system of assessment. Since at the end of each year ICRC dele-
gations in the field have to make a projection of coming expenditure in
the next year, the ICRC is constantly making assessment of the antici-
pated need for, and cost of, assistance to the civilian population. Not
all such needs can be fully anticipated. There are always unanticipated
invasions or collapses of order. But in general, ICRC assessment of
needed relief is not a huge or chronic problem.

Mobilization of resources

Third, on the basis of knowledge and assessment, proper resources have
to be mobilized in sufficient quantity.

The ICRC is well positioned to mobilize resources for relief,
being part of widely respected international movement, having a
legally recognized role in armed conflict, and being well known
to the major donors such as USAID and the European Union’s
Humanitarian Office (ECHO). But the scale of disasters can
exceed ICRC capability, the agency has not always mobilized
certain types of relief, and it has not always proved adept at
raising concern.6

The ICRC puts out an annual appeal for funds to deal with anticipated
problems, as part of the UN coordinated system of appeals. To this it
adds emergency appeals as particular conflicts break out or evolve.
These appeals go mainly to states and to RC societies. Responses are
voluntary.

The main contributors to the ICRC are Western states, with the
United States providing about 28 percent of ICRC resources. Other
Western governments, and the EU, follow. Western Red Cross societies
are also important donors, but they and their colleagues in the
Federation provide only about 15 percent of the ICRC budget.
Wealthy non-Western states, such as the Arab oil producing states,
have never been major donors to the ICRC regular budget, although
most of them are quite familiar with the ICRC, and several among
them—e.g. Kuwait, Jordan—have benefited from ICRC services.
They sometimes contribute to special appeals or special programs in
important ways.
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The ICRC’s budget expanded rapidly after the Cold War, given the
various crises that erupted in the 1990s. With the demise of European
communism and the global struggle between East and West, “humanitar-
ianism” became more important—at least in the policies of “Northern”
states.7 Yet, even as the ICRC’s overall expenditures moved into the
range of $600–650 million per year, this was “small potatoes” given
civilian need in places like the Balkans, the Great Lakes region of
Africa, Sudan, DRC, Iraq, Afghanistan, etc. $600 million was what the
two US presidential candidates spent on advertising in the 2004 elec-
tion.8 Yet this was the approximate amount of the ICRC’s annual
budget in 2005, which was supposed to cover most of its humanitarian
work around the world.

Sometimes the ICRC has been crucial to directing the world’s atten-
tion to the need for humanitarian assistance, as in Iraq in the
mid-1990s and Somalia in the early 1990s. Sometimes this has been
done by persistent public and private diplomacy—as in the case of
Iraq, for example. Sometimes this has been done by extraordinary
action—for example in Somalia, where the ICRC took journalists at its
own expense into rural Somalia to see first-hand the extent of civilian
suffering, so that reporting in the Western-based communications
media could spread the word.

At other times the ICRC record has been less impressive. It was
somewhat slow to respond to the need for assistance in the violence in
the Balkans in 1991. There, eventually it welcomed an increased role
for the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
because civilian need was outstripping its capacity to respond.

Ironically given its start, the ICRC for a time did not much emphasize
mobilizing medical relief. Despite Henry Dunant’s initial focus on
medical relief to the war wounded, for a long time the ICRC largely left
to others, both states and national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies,
the job of medical relief. This was in part because modern military
establishments developed state-of-the-art medical divisions. But with
the founding of Doctors Without Borders in the early 1970s, and with
the prevalence of civil wars in developing countries featuring one or more
fighting parties with no or poor medical services, the ICRC renewed a
more vigorous mobilization and coordination of this phase of assistance.

Particularly commendable, on the other hand, has been the ICRC’s
emphasis on the importance of potable water for civilian welfare in
conflicts. In Iraq, for example, from 1991 and thereafter, and certainly
during the 2003 invasion, the ICRC delegation featured outstanding
work by water engineers and other water experts, which was of great
value to the civilian population, especially in several major cities.
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Delivery

Fourth, the ICRC is one of four major relief actors in the actual provi-
sion of assistance in conflicts. The others are the UNHCR, UNICEF,
and the World Food Program.9 In places like Cambodia about 1980,
the ICRC, despite being a private organization, teamed with UNICEF
to manage a very large relief program. It acted on a par with
UNICEF, and in some ways was more dynamic than UNICEF. In
Bosnia during the early 1990s, it was second only to the UNHCR in
the size and importance of its relief operations. In Somalia at approxi-
mately the same time, it was the most important relief actor in that failed
state, keeping alive millions through its improvised and dangerous
efforts.

In large crises, the ICRC knows that needs will exceed even its best
managed response, and so the organization has cooperated more and
more with other relief agencies. In the past the organization had devel-
oped a certain reputation for being difficult to deal with and somewhat
isolated. Perhaps it had developed a very high opinion of itself and its
roles. But these traits changed considerably as much chaos after the
Cold War showed the need for systematic partnership among aid agen-
cies. For example, in Rwanda in 1994, the ICRC concentrated on tasks
within that country that had been wracked with civil war and genocide,
while leaving to the UNHCR and its partners the response to the flight
of several million persons into neighboring states. The ICRC often
arrived at an amicable division of labor with UNHCR and other relief
agencies.

In fact, despite the need for a certain degree of general coordination
now provided by the UN, a certain variety of relief actors, using a
variety of approaches, has much to be said for it.10 In some conflicts
like Somalia, the ICRC may be best positioned to be the lead agency
for the international community in responding to civilian need. In
other conflicts like Bosnia, the UNHCR may be best positioned. In
still other conflicts, it may be UNICEF. Flexibility has much to be said
for it.

Moreover, in any conflict in contemporary times, as a matter of fact
somewhere around 200 relief NGOs may become involved. Many of
these have impressive credentials and capabilities, like Oxfam or Care
or Save the Children. Many of them sub-contract with the UNHCR,
or perhaps with USAID, and become part of an official public
program. Still others like World Vision, a faith-based relief and devel-
opment agency with excellent contacts in Washington, have good
records of action in particular countries.
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What unites many of these NGOs is acceptance of a code of
conduct for relief personnel in international operations.11 Many NGOs
now accept in fact large parts of the ICRC’s operating principles. The
code, written first by the ICRC and Federation, consists of 10 points:
the humanitarian imperative should trump politics; aid is to be impar-
tial and based on need; aid is to be neutral and not for religious
purposes either; relief agencies should strive not to act in behalf of
governmental policy; those agencies should respect culture and custom;
they should build local capacity where possible; the beneficiaries of
relief should be involved in the management of relief; relief should pay
attention to future vulnerabilities; relief agencies should be account-
able to both beneficiaries and donors; and victims should be seen not
as objects but as dignified humans.

There remains some debilitating duplication, overlap, and competi-
tion. ICRC relief efforts in Cambodia about 1980 were sometimes
undercut by Oxfam. ICRC relief efforts in Ethiopia were sometimes
undercut by the Federation. Both Oxfam and the Federation wanted
more of “the action,” more “market share,” at the expense of the ICRC’s
efforts on behalf of neutral and impartial relief.12

Overall, the ICRC has a well deserved reputation for rapid and
dependable relief action in contemporary times. This will be shown by
several case studies later in this chapter.

Evaluation and planning

Fifth, since the time of the Nigerian Civil War, the ICRC has recog-
nized the essential need for evaluation and planning in place of
amateurish and ad hoc decisions. It has a policy evaluation unit within
the professional side of the organization. The Assembly reviews the
actions of the director-general (the equivalent of a prime minister) and
the Directorate (the equivalent of a cabinet). The organization utilizes
outside consultants on management and policy questions. There is an
outside audit as well as several from inside. The annual budget making
process also serves as a policy planning exercise. The organization not
so long ago did a broad-based review of its strategy and tactics.13

Summary reports about assistance (and other subjects) are presented
to the Red Cross Conference. The ICRC participates in a variety of
meetings and workshops and planning exercises with the Federation
and those NGOs and IGOs involved in relief, both in New York and
Geneva.

These five factors in ICRC assistance programs can be seen at work
in the following case studies. The Nigerian Civil War is included
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because of its importance to the organization; it shows the dangers of
amateurish policy-making. The case studies of Bosnia and Somalia
show how even carefully considered relief policies can encounter dangers
and obstacles in the brutal conflicts after the Cold War. The three
together show how the ICRC has become more professional about
relief, which is to say more careful about systematic policy-making.
The three case studies also show how dangerous relief work can be in
the context of callous and self-serving public authorities. Often it is
clear that humanitarian relief programs are not for the faint of heart.

The Nigerian Civil War, 1967–70

When “Biafra” declared its independence from Nigeria in 1967, based
mostly on a sense of disaffection by the Ibo people as fueled by the
political ambitions of leaders like Lt. Col. Ojukwu, the ICRC certainly
knew about the situation and negotiated a certain role for itself. The
story was prominently covered in the North Atlantic press. Britain, the
former colonial power in what became Nigeria, and the United States
tilted toward the government in Lagos and its leader Gen. Gowon.
France (and Portugal) tilted toward Biafra, if only to offset Anglo-
Saxon influence in Africa. An ICRC delegate, Georg Hoffmann, was
experienced and capable. With keen European interest in the conflict,
in part stimulated by Biafran public relations consultants there, the
ICRC dispatched Aguste Lindt to be its special representative. Lindt
was experienced in humanitarian affairs, having been head of
UNHCR. He came to be the primary policy-maker for the ICRC in
that conflict.14

Humanitarian assistance to the Biafran people soon emerged as the
most salient issue to outsiders in this conflict. Given public and
governmental interest in the situation, the ICRC had no trouble mobi-
lizing considerable assistance based on the assessments provided by
Hoffmann and Lindt. Both Western governments and Red Cross soci-
eties provided the goods, services, personnel, equipment, and money
needed for a major relief effort. The ICRC, however, did not have the
assistance field to itself. The French Red Cross, closely linked to the
French government, operated separately from the ICRC and its part-
ners—the latter drawn mainly from circles that included the British
and Nordic Red Cross societies, but also those from Finland and
Switzerland. There was also Joint Church Aid, a Western faith-based
consortium of relief NGOs. The latter tended toward solidarity with
Biafra, not being much interested in nice notions of Red Cross
neutrality.
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Negotiating clear access as well as the actual delivery of relief
proved not only problematic but actually deadly. Biafran leaders
understood that images of starving civilians in the Western press were
useful for political purposes. Charges of genocide against Lagos fueled
independence policies by leaders like Ojukwu, who would be recog-
nized as head of a sovereign state if Biafran independence became a
reality. Biafran authorities also arranged for flights carrying weapons
to be mixed in with relief flights by various parties. So Biafra was in no
hurry to reach agreement with the Federal side in Lagos about a
neutral land corridor for relief to Biafran civilians. For Ojukwu, what-
ever distress “his” people were enduring, adequate civilian relief would
undermine his short-term and long-term political objectives.

For the Federal side, Gen. Gowon insisted that under the principles
of IHL, which he agreed to respect even though this conflict was from
his view a civil war, a fighting party had the right to inspect and super-
vise relief to the rebel area, to guarantee there was no contraband. It
was a fact that Biafra was using relief flights to slip in weapons. But
Biafra would not agree to relief that started from Federal territory,
because such a process would reinforce Federal claims to sovereignty
over the Biafran area.

So both sides viewed relief primarily in political terms, and particu-
larly Biafra sought to use relief issues to buttress its hard and soft
power—the flow of weapons and sympathy in the international
community.

The ICRC, based in pro-Biafra Europe, and competing particularly
with Joint Church Aid for “market share” in delivering relief, negoti-
ated a deal with Gen. Gowon that it could deliver relief flights to
Biafra at its own risk. But on 5 June 1969, Nigerian air force fighter
jets shot down a relief flight under contract to the Swedish Red Cross
and part of the ICRC-organized relief effort. This incident proved
fatal both to the crew and to the ICRC’s involvement in the conflict.
Lindt had been dynamic to the point of appearing brusque and insen-
sitive to the Federal side. He was declared persona non grata by Lagos,
and after August 1969 the ICRC delivered no more relief in the
conflict.

Several facts proved salient after the fact. First, ICRC headquarters
had proved incapable of developing appropriate strategy and tactics
for the conflict. The Assembly was inattentive and amateurish, lacking
a consistent plan or proper oversight. It delegated too much to Lindt
on the ground, who proved more assertive than diplomatic, and who
lost the confidence of Lagos. Hoffmann, more experienced in African
affairs and more diplomatic, had been pushed aside. Second, the ICRC
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as an organization paid too little attention to IHL and its principles
concerning neutral relief. Caught up in competition with JCA, it paid
too little attention to the norm that belligerents had the right to super-
vise relief to guarantee its neutrality. It tilted toward Biafra, was
manipulated by Ojukwu and other Biafran leaders, and paid too little
attention to the efforts at reasonable relief by Gowon and the other
Federal officials. The ICRC was unwilling to recognize the implica-
tions of Red Cross neutrality. If the parties could not agree on neutral
relief, the ICRC’s hands were tied. So it pushed ahead, until the
Nigerian air force forced a halt.

After this conflict, the ICRC changed its headquarters arrange-
ments to diminish the role of the volunteer Assembly and create more
organizational governance by the new director-general and other
professional managers. Also after the conflict, Bernard Kouchner, who
had been active in the French Red Cross, created Doctors Without
Borders (Médecins Sans Frontières), and later Doctors of the World.
He and his colleagues were unhappy about the limitations imposed by
the notion of Red Cross neutrality. He wanted a relief organization
that could do good on the ground, but that would also speak out
against civilian distress and other violations of human rights and
humanitarian norms. He wanted active solidarity with “victims,” not
neutrality. Finally, after the conflict, when the Biafran secessionist
movement had been defeated, there was no genocide against the Ibo
people, but rather the eastern section of Nigeria was peacefully reinte-
grated into Federal Nigeria.

The Balkan wars, 1991–95

After World War II, Federal Yugoslavia was constructed as a multi-
ethnic or multi-national state, largely held together by the iron grip of
Tito. His dictatorship permitted a number of civil rights, especially in
the cultural realm as compared to the political. There were also some
freedoms entailed in “economic democracy,” or worker participation in
economic decision-making. But Tito did not permit freedom of speech
and policy-making on behalf of the major ethnic or national groups
within the state: Croats, Slovenes, Serbs, Albanians, Montenegrans,
and those living in Bosnia and Herzogovina. These ethnic or national
differences were simply suppressed. By the end of the Cold War only
some 25 percent of the inhabitants of Federal Yugoslavia identified
themselves primarily as Yugoslavs.15

With Tito’s death in 1980, and after a period of uncertainty and
instability, assertions of Serb nationalism came to the fore. These were
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championed by Slobodan Milosevic, who sought to advance his own
political fortunes by leading a movement for “Greater Serbia.” But
greater power for Serbs meant less power and dangers for the other
groups in Federal Yugoslavia. In the face of the “fantasy” of the virulent
exceptionalist Serbian movement led by Milosevic,16 Croatia and
Slovenia declared independence in 1991. Bosnia and Herzogovina,
with Sarajevo as its capital, and the most culturally and ethnically inte-
grated of the federal republics, eventually followed suit.

Brutal fighting broke out, particularly between Serbs and Croats
(who had tried to slaughter each other during World War II) and
between Serbs and Bosnians. Many of the latter identified themselves
as Muslim. Eventually, in the second half of the 1990s, Serb extremism
turned against the ethnic Albanians in the region of Kosovo. Albanian
Kosovars were also largely Muslim, as compared to the Orthodox
Christianity of most Serbs.

Early ICRC role

The ICRC was not caught unawares by the downward spiral of events
in the Balkans during 1990–91. Although heavily engaged in other
parts of the world at this time, especially in Somalia, the organization
had good contacts with various interlocutors in old Yugoslavia. It was
already active on matters pertaining to “political prisoners.” Moreover,
it knew of various political circles because of long-standing contacts
through the RC Movement. Because of its own position, plus coverage
of events by the European communications media, the ICRC was
aware of growing civilian need, and what was needed, as the 1990s
progressed. So the organization was generally well positioned when
fighting broke out between Serbia and Croatia in the Vokovar region
of eastern Slovenia, in 1991, and slightly later between Serbia and
Bosnia throughout that region.17

Especially in Bosnia, much fighting appeared to be between ethnic
Serbs, Croats, and Bosnians of Muslim belief. But Serbs in Belgrade
were behind much mischief on the part of Bosnian Serbs, and Croats
in Zagreb similarly supported Bosnian Croats. Muslim Bosnians drew
support from various Muslim “jihadists” coming from several foreign
countries. In the Balkans in the 1990s, what was an international war
and what was an internal war, and what might be an internationalized
civil war, was not so easy to discern. This factual situation created some
confusion about what parts of international humanitarian law applied.

While the ICRC was somewhat slow in mobilizing civilian relief,18

the real problem for the organization lay in the obstruction and
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treachery of virtually all parties to the fighting. These “warriors
without honor”19 did not hesitate to attack civilians. A central goal of
the Serbs and Croats was to create ethnically pure territory, and thus
they often found the ICRC’s impartial and neutral humanitarianism a
barrier to their desires. Even the Bosnians, who represented an ethni-
cally mixed party to the conflict, and who had certainly not initiated
the tensions and fighting, did not hesitate to violate humanitarian
standards. The Bosnian leader Alija Izetbegovic, the Serb leader
Milosevic, and the Croat leader Franjo Tudjman, all came under inves-
tigation for violations of international criminal law. Probably only the
natural deaths of Tudjman and Izetbegovic prevented their joining
Milosevic as defendants at the International Criminal Tribunal for
former Yugoslavia (ICTY).

So the major problem for the ICRC was in the intentional obstruc-
tion of the delivery of humanitarian assistance to the civilian
populations of the Balkans on a neutral and impartial basis, particu-
larly in eastern Croatia and Bosnia. The fighting parties signed
numerous humanitarian agreements, many of which were brokered by
the ICRC. Unfortunately, most of these turned out to be worth less
than the paper they were written on. The word of warriors without
honor meant little.

In 1992 the same problem afflicted the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), which became the lead agency
for civilian relief for the United Nations, on behalf of the larger inter-
national community. The ICRC welcomed this role for the UN refugee
agency and worked out a friendly division of labor with it in the
Balkans. UNHCR relief convoys were delayed, obstructed, and
attacked, and in this respect there was little difference between the
ICRC and UNHCR.20 They both strove for impartial and neutral
humanitarian assistance, which blocked the ethnic cleansing desired
particularly by the Serbs and Croats. But some of the attacks on the
ICRC and UNHCR may have come from Bosnian parties who wanted
Western intervention on behalf of their cause, and who were not
completely unhappy about atrocities which were covered by the Western
media and which could be blamed on other parties.

A large part of the core dilemma was that Western donor states
wanted to give the appearance of doing something about the violence
in the Balkans while avoiding a decisive military commitment that would
stop the fighting as well as stop the civilian atrocities. So, the United
States and the states of the European Union wanted UNHCR and
ICRC relief to continue, despite the difficulties. When Sadaka Ogada,
head of the UNHCR, suspended UNHCR relief to demonstrate the
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difficulties the organization faced, the Western states pressured the UN
secretary-general, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, to order Ms. Ogata to resume
UNHCR relief. He did so, and the relief efforts resumed.21

An additional problem faced particularly by the European states,
was that a number of their citizens were deployed in the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), the UN security operation.
It was dangerous to try to get tough with the fighting parties when they
had the option of taking hostage Western “peacekeepers,” lightly armed,
on the ground in the Balkans. The Serbs in particular did not hesitate
to utilize this option from time to time, knowing that it was mostly
useful in keeping the Western states from effectively pressuring them
about blocking the delivery of humanitarian relief.

Core ICRC dilemma

In the Balkans from 1992 to 1995, the ICRC’s role as a neutral human-
itarian intermediary was greatly restricted by the political strategies of
the major protagonists. The Serbs and Croats wanted to expand their
territory and power while purging the land they controlled of other
ethnic groups. The Bosnian leadership wanted Western sympathy and
eventually intervention to offset the policies of the Serbs (both the
Serbs of old Yugoslavia and the Serbs of Bosnia). So the Bosnian lead-
ership, like the Biafran leadership, actually found much of the civilian
suffering useful to the political cause. The Bosnian leadership slowed
the resumption of water supplies to Sarajevo for precisely that reason.
Meanwhile, the Western states, until 1995, hesitated to put decisive
pressure on the fighting parties because of fear of “another Vietnam,”
or of getting deeply involved in a long and costly conflict not involving
their vital national interests. In the view of the early Clinton adminis-
tration, the Balkans constituted a “problem from hell” that should be
mostly avoided.22 (American deaths in Somalia in 1993, in the context
of a humanitarian relief operation, created domestic problems for the
Clinton administration in responding to civilian need both in the
Balkans and in Rwanda.)

In the Balkans the fighting parties pretended to give cooperation,
and the Western states pretended to give support, but the ICRC, like
the UNHCR, was left without powerful partners in attempts to aid the
civilian populations affected (and detainees, for that matter). The
UNHCR ran the largest relief program, and the ICRC had the second
largest, but they both faced the same obstacles. The fighting parties
mostly fought a total war that was disdainful of limits on violence.
These fighting parties, many of which were also involved in various
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black market activities, did not respect civilian immunity from attack
(and did not respect a humanitarian quarantine for detainees). In the
Balkans from 1992 to 1995, as in Kosovo later in 1999, the policies,
especially of the Serbs, may have added up “only” to ethnic cleansing
rather than genocide, in that the purpose of the policy was “only” to
expel the opposing group rather than to destroy it. Be that as it may,
such a policy was contradictory to the ICRC attempt to assist the
civilian population where it was.23

In May of 1992, Frederic Maurice, head of the ICRC delegation for
Bosnia, was killed when his relief convoy, clearly marked with the Red
Cross, came under attack. All fighting parties had been notified of, and
had not objected to, this relief mission. No party claimed responsi-
bility for the attack, and no one was ever held legally liable. This event
shut down ICRC operations in that area for a considerable time, as
well as striking fear in those running UNHCR and NGO relief opera-
tions. The ICRC eventually resumed relief work, but without any
change in the fundamental and frustrating situation.

Finally in 1995, after the massacre at Srebrenica, the largest in Europe
since World War II, and after extensive Western media coverage of
continuing atrocities, the United States took the lead in: (a) applying
military and political pressure against the Serbs; and (b) mediating the
Dayton Accords which brought an end to that stage of the fighting,
along with the resulting atrocities.24 This was the type of political solu-
tion that the ICRC had been calling for in general, even as its
commitment to Red Cross neutrality prevented it from lobbying for
any particulars.

Resulting ICRC reports, mostly unofficial, stressed the weakness of
the organization when faced with brutal interlocutors.25

Somalia, 1991–94

Somalia, emerging from colonialism as a patched-together state
consisting of former British and Italian possessions, descended into
murderous clan fighting in the early 1990s. The central government,
under Siad Barre, disintegrated after unwise domestic and foreign poli-
cies, and no domestic faction proved strong enough to replace it with
any far-reaching power, much less authority. The Soviet Union and the
United States had, from time to time, supported or opposed Barre, but
with the end of the Cold War each lost interest in Somalia. No outside
actor, whether African or otherwise, had much influence with the
various armed militias that fought among themselves and terrorized
the local civilian population.26
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Early phase

The ICRC, on the scene because of its interest in prisoner affairs, was
one of the first organizations to sound the alarm about the plight of
the civilian population. So again the ICRC was well positioned on the
ground and in the know about events in Somalia. Despite the death of
one of its Belgian expatriates, the ICRC stayed in the country to try to
deliver humanitarian assistance, in addition to trying to continue with
its attempts to protect those taken prisoner.

Courting assiduously the Western communications media with their
capability of presenting the story of Somalia in Western political
circles, the ICRC finally facilitated coverage by the BBC, CNN, the
New York Times, Le Monde, and others. This was done, in part, by
escorting journalists, at ICRC expense, into the rural areas where
civilian starvation was most pronounced.

Other actors were also trying to direct more attention to Somalia,
including the UN secretary-general Boutros-Ghali (who was originally
from Egypt). During 1992 the UN responded with both a relief opera-
tion and a security mission, but neither was able to either deal
adequately with widespread civilian suffering, malnutrition, and star-
vation, or with rampant disorder. By the midsummer of 1992, the
ICRC was reporting that 95 percent of Somalis were showing evidence
of malnutrition, with 70 percent showing severe malnutrition.27

Central phase

In late 1992, President George H. W. Bush authorized, with UN Security
Council approval, a large-scale military deployment to ensure the delivery
of relief, mainly that of food assistance, to Somalia. This policy was
continued by the incoming Clinton administration during 1993.

The ICRC was a key component of this major relief mission, as it
had the best network for distribution of food in rural Somalia. It had
stayed in-country during the worst of the clan violence, even when
most of the other IGOs and NGOs had withdrawn. Whereas other
relief agencies like the UNHCR and the World Food Program had
retired to the sidelines, the ICRC and a few others like the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), stayed on. The ICRC had built
up the Somali Red Crescent as a reliable and neutral partner.

For the first time in its history, the ICRC took the decision to
operate as part of a military mission, because that was the only way, in
the view of the top decision-makers of the organization, that widespread
starvation could be checked in Somalia. Previously the ICRC had
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required even military transports carrying its relief goods to be
weapons-free, even as the organization then turned around and hired
local security forces to guard its facilities and resources on the ground.
But in Somalia the ICRC finally developed a close partnership with an
internationally approved military force, although in reality it was over-
whelmingly a US militarized supply chain.

During the remainder of 1993 this arrangement largely halted, then
reversed civilian starvation in Somalia. At times in 1993, 1994, and
thereafter, the ICRC had to move its expatriate personnel to neigh-
boring Nairobi, Kenya, because of a wave of kidnappings for ransom.
But even from there, the ICRC managed to run relief convoys into
Somalia, locally managed by reliable Somali partners, identified as
such with the help of the Somali Red Crescent. The system worked, in
that relief continued to be reliably delivered to those in need, with
payment made to secure bank accounts in Kenya. The various militias
did not consistently interfere with this relief system, in part because
other militias working with the ICRC would exact their own sanctions
for any interference.

None of this was previewed by IHL, but all of this demonstrated
the creativity and pragmatism of the ICRC on behalf of the usual
principles of impartial and neutral humanitarianism.

Later phases

The United States had always maintained an independent strike force
in and around Somalia that was entirely separate from whatever mili-
tary forces were approved by the United Nations, and sometimes
composed of truly international or multinational forces. In short, these
US Delta and Ranger forces were not part of the UN field mission
called United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM-I) or
UNOSOM II. When in the fall of 1993, this independent US strike
force, on the basis of its own decisions, attempted a “snatch and seize”
operation in central Mogadishu, in an effort to decimate the leadership
of the Aideed faction, a large fire fight resulted. In addition to 18 US
military deaths, many Somali deaths resulted. This incident foreshad-
owed the end of major international political involvement in Somalia,
which occurred during 1994.28 The Clinton administration, under
growing congressional and popular pressure, basically ended its policy,
approved by the UN, of coercive nation-building.

This event created the diplomatic “Mogadishu line”: namely, that
when Western support for humanitarian assistance crossed the
Mogadishu line, and resulted in even a few casualties that could not be
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explained in terms of narrow self-interest, the international humani-
tarian mission could not be sustained.

Such events left the Somali civilian population to its fate, and at the
time of writing in 2006 no legitimate central government had been
restored. On the other hand, while food shortages and some malnutri-
tion persisted, widespread starvation did not return. Clan violence,
while still in evidence, did not return to the murderous levels of 1991–93.
The ICRC was still active in Somalia during 2004–06, focusing on
some 200,000 civilians dislocated by sporadic violence as well as by
drought. The ICRC paid great attention to water supplies and irriga-
tion schemes. This work was as much a developmental effort as it was
an act of emergency relief. The organization continued with its other
traditional duties, including tracing activities and support for hospitals
and clinics.29

Because of continuing attacks and kidnappings directed toward the
expatriate community, the ICRC continued to base its personnel in
Nairobi, with periodic visits inside Somalia. As in certain other places,
the ICRC found it prudent to remove the Red Cross emblem from its
vehicles.30 Rather than providing security from attack, the emblem had
become a target for attacks.

Conclusion

The ICRC distinguished itself in Somalia in the early 1990s.31 It
displayed the creatively pragmatic fieldwork for which the organization
has drawn plaudits over many years. In fact, its historic decision to
work directly with US armed personnel in UNOSOM I broke the back
of rampant starvation from late 1992 to late 1993. Its continued work
of humanitarian assistance in Somalia up to the time of writing
continues to show the ICRC commitment to impartial relief based on
need, regardless of whether or not Western capitals and/or the United
Nations decide to adopt policies of major engagement.

Tracing and restoring family contacts

The tracing of missing persons can be related to prisoner affairs, but it
has broader significance as well. Sometimes when persons are missing,
they are in fact detained by public authorities. Thus at times they may
be “forcibly disappeared” and in the possession of a detaining
authority who intentionally refuses to confirm facts. Obviously, estab-
lishing their existence in prison is the first step to securing their
protection, either under humanitarian or human rights standards. This
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aspect of tracing is discussed further in the next chapter on detention
visits.

Other missing persons are separated from family by natural disaster,
war, refugee flight, or some other reason unrelated to imprisonment.
In the wake of the Russian Revolution of 1917, for example, the ICRC
delegate Woldemar Wehrlin helped Swiss citizens in Russia to send
messages to their families, which provided reassuring information on
their safety.32 To give another example, the ICRC was invited by the
American Red Cross to help trace missing persons after hurricane
Katrina in 2004.

The ICRC has shown persistent efforts in the tracing of missing
persons. As early as 1870 the organization set up a tracing service in
Basel in connection with the Franco-Prussian War of that year. The
focus was on soldiers. Since World War I and its efforts in behalf of
POWs, its tracing efforts have become a principle feature of its protec-
tion efforts. This was certainly so during World War II. The 1929 and
1949 Geneva Conventions provide detailed regulations about the right
of POWs to communicate with family, subject to reasonable security
control by the detaining authorities. Gitmo prisoners in the US war on
terrorism were allowed to send messages to family via the ICRC, even
though from 2002 until mid-2006 Washington claimed that no part of
the 1949 GCs covered such prisoners.

ICRC experience in tracing was reflected in the decision after World
War II (in 1955) to put the organization in charge of the International
Tracing Service in Bad Arolsen, in Germany, whose primary purpose is
to “collect, classify, preserve and render accessible to directly
concerned individuals, the documents relating to Germans and non-
Germans who were interned in National Socialist concentration or
labour camps, or to non-Germans who were displaced as result of the
Second World War.”33 Today, the main activity of this center largely
relates to insurance, inheritance and property claims of persons victim-
ized by Nazi policies in the 1930s and 1940s. Historians, however, have
much interest in the facts contained in the Arolsen records, and a deci-
sion has been taken in principle to open the center for general
scholarly research that goes far beyond matters of private claims and
settlements. Certain states control the center, with the ICRC serving as
administrator.

After the massacre at Srebrenica, Bosnia, in 1995, the worst atrocity
in Europe since World War II, the ICRC headed an international
group charged with the tracing of missing persons. The massacre by
Serbian paramilitaries during the Balkan wars, and later efforts to
cover up the crime (such as the covert digging up and moving of
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bodies), have made definitive determinations of death difficult to
establish in many cases. In this situation and others, the ICRC itself
does not engage in exhumations of bodies, but leaves such forensic
work to other organizations like Physicians for Human Rights. In the
case of Srebrenica, as of 2006 many of the missing had yet to be
accounted for.

In places like Angola between 2002 and 2004, the ICRC, working
with local partners, arranged the exchange of over 190,000 messages
among family members. It also confronted the problem of children
separated from their families and managed to reunite 600 of 1,500.
The ICRC also addressed the problem, in Angola and elsewhere, of the
reintegration of orphaned children, and child soldiers, into society
after combat.34

Today the ICRC maintains a website where individuals can report
missing persons and ask for an ICRC tracing effort.
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Within many legal and military circles, the ICRC is reasonably well
known as the agency that conducts visits to prisoners of war (POWs)
in international armed conflict. In 2004, at a time of increased atten-
tion within the United States to the treatment of “enemy prisoners,”
James Schlesinger, former secretary of defense, referred to the ICRC as
an organization that “is essentially an auditing function for detainees.”1

The organization visits more prisoners around the world, in various
legal categories, than any other agency.

In this chapter we begin with some historical and legal background
on ICRC prison visits and then offer an overview of ICRC policy for
detainees. Next we provide a short case study of the ICRC, prisoners,
and the US “war against terrorism.”

Detention visits: some history and law

As noted in our second chapter on the history of the ICRC, the orga-
nization first became involved with conducting prison visits during
World War I. While assisting wounded soldiers in the POW camps, the
ICRC found a more general humanitarian need. Detained combatants
were also in need of proper nourishment and humane treatment. So as
a practical matter, and without any authorization from the existing
Geneva Convention of 1906, the ICRC began broad-scale POW visits.2
It exercised its right of initiative to undertake new humanitarian tasks,
by seeking and securing the consent of the relevant states.

ICRC prison visits to POWs during this era did not entail the prin-
ciple of discretion. ICRC reports were public documents, often sold.
ICRC practical experience with POW visits led to the 1929 Geneva
Convention for Prisoners of War. Even then, the details of ICRC
visits were not spelled out in that Convention, but rather left to ICRC
practice. Nothing was said in the 1929 law, for example, about the
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obligation of states to allow ICRC visits, or about publicity and discre-
tion, or about the disposition of reports. All of this was left to the
ICRC.

Even in 1949, when the third GC was negotiated for protection of
POWs, the details of ICRC visits were left to practice. Again in 1977,
when Additional Protocol I was added to the 1949 GCs dealing with
international armed conflict, the written law was silent on the details
of ICRC visits. From 1949, in international armed conflict, ICRC visits
to both POWs and civilian detainees became obligatory. However, such
visits could be delayed for (exceptional) military necessity, if the
dangers of hostilities prevented them.3

Especially important for prisoner matters is Additional Protocol I,
Article 75. It indicates that in international war, if prisoners are not
considered either POWs under 1949 GC #3, or civilian detainees under
1949 GC #4, they are still entitled to certain minimum standards of
humane treatment. Explicitly prohibited is “torture of all kinds,
whether physical or mental,” and “outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment,” as well as “threats to
commit any of the foregoing acts.”

The same ethical thinking that broadened the ICRC’s active concern
from wounded soldiers to other combatants hors de combat in interna-
tional war, carried the organization into the realm of security prisoners,
sometimes called political prisoners. We have already noted how, in the
immediate aftermath of World War I, the ICRC started visiting pris-
oners in places like Hungary and Russia, even though those states did
not see themselves as officially at war. The fact that governments might
refer to the situation as one of domestic unrest or instability did not
cause the ICRC to back off. What was compelling for the organization
was that the government tended to view certain prisoners as enemies.
For the ICRC, this view placed the prisoner in danger of abuse. Hence
the organization considered these prisoners in need of neutral humani-
tarian protection. And so began the ICRC’s work with security or
political prisoners, which became more and more systematic over time.
Whereas other organizations, like Amnesty International, founded in
1961, were often associated in the public’s mind with “political pris-
oners,” it was in fact the ICRC that was seeking to protect at least
some of them (those related to political conflict) beginning around
1919–20.

To complicate matters still further, increasingly the notion took
hold that there could be an internal war rather than an international
war.4 In such violent situations there were, of course, prisoners taken.
In law, when such prisoners are also combatants, they are not called
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prisoners of war. In addition, when such prisoners are civilians, they
are not called civilian detainees. The law is controlled by states and
their governments, as we saw in Chapter 4. States are reluctant to
include challenges to the domestic status quo as on a par with interna-
tional war. In particular, governments do not want to give fighters in
civil wars, when captured, the “exalted status” of “prisoner of war.” So
as far as legal wording is concerned, state interest in image and status
trumps humanitarian concern. Nevertheless, by whatever name, the
ICRC became systematically concerned with prisoners in internal or
civil wars. After all, if the agency was concerned with prisoners in
international war and in situations of domestic troubles and tensions,
why not be concerned about prisoners in civil wars?

So, in cases like the (internationalized) Spanish Civil War in the
1930s, the ICRC was active on prisoner matters.5 ICRC experience in
the Spanish Civil War and other places contributed to Common
Article 3 in the 1949 GCs. This one article, common to the four treaties
of 1949, constitutes the first written provision in international law on
civil wars. It provides, among other things, that prisoners are to be
treated humanely, and when tried for crimes are entitled to minimum
standards of due process.

The details for Common Article 3 are spelled out in Box 3.1. The
agreed content, in turn, led to 1977 Additional Protocol II.6 For the
ICRC and for most persons interested in the practical application of
IHL, the central point is this regarding prisoners: prisoners in civil
wars are entitled to certain minimal humanitarian protections, even
though they may not be called prisoners of war or civilian detainees by
governments. The 1949 Common Article 3 provides for this protection
in general language. The 1977 Additional Protocol II spells out these
protections in more detail.

To summarize with a view to practical prisoner protection and
ICRC policy: (1) the view of the nature of the conflict affects legal
obligation; (2) state legal obligation to protect POWs and civilian
detainees is most developed and most demanding in international
wars, where 1949 GCs #3 and #4, and 1977 AP I, provide detailed
rules, including ICRC obligatory visits; (3) states have legal obligations
to protect prisoners in internal wars, where 1949 GC Common Article
3 and 1977 AP II provide fewer detailed guidelines and where ICRC
visits are not obligatory; (4) in violence falling short of armed conflict,
these domestic troubles and tensions are not covered by any IHL, but
rather by human rights law (for example, the UN Convention Against
Torture, prohibiting torture and mistreatment) and by the ICRC’s
unspecified right of initiative.7
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Detention visits: ICRC basic policies

The history and legal considerations noted above do affect ICRC
efforts for the humanitarian protection of prisoners, but particularly
the legal complexities can obscure a certain common approach by the
organization, regardless of legal categories. The ICRC has devised a
set procedure for the actual visit, regardless of the legal type of
conflict or legal status of prisoners. It consists of an initial interview
with prison authorities, then a visit without witnesses with the pris-
oners themselves, or in certain cases a spokesperson for large numbers
of prisoners, and then a concluding interview with prison authorities
in which basic findings are presented in verbal form.8 Later a formal
report is submitted.9 Follow-up visits are scheduled to ascertain the
progress made in correcting any reported problems. In certain excep-
tional cases, a visit might occur even if private, confidential talks with
prisoners cannot be arranged at first, for example to demonstrate an
initial process to a skeptical detaining authority. But prisoner discus-
sions in the presence of the detaining authority are to be avoided in
principle.

Regarding detention visits, the focus is on the conditions of deten-
tion and not the reasons for detention. That is to say, the ICRC does
not pass judgment on the legality or the legitimacy of the reasons for
detention. However, sometimes the ICRC will seek release because of a
prisoner’s health or other humanitarian consideration.

The ICRC has a very clear policy on how to treat the situations it
finds during its visits.10 The organization believes in a discreet
approach in which problems are addressed in quiet diplomacy with the
detaining authority. This is viewed as especially helpful for access and
impact in situations of internal wars and domestic troubles and tensions
where the ICRC has no right of obligatory or automatic visit under
IHL. One has to ask for access, and the promise of quiet diplomacy is
seen as advantageous to obtaining access. At this point discussions are
bilateral between the ICRC and the detaining authority. The ICRC
first seeks cooperation without public fanfare.

The ICRC believes detaining authorities should be given a certain
but unspecified time to correct problems in humanitarian conditions.
The ICRC is looking for a good faith effort by the prison authorities to
respond to ICRC concerns, based as they are on standards in IHL, or
human rights law. A key feature to this process is the agreement by the
authorities to allow repeated visits without witnesses.

One can, in fact, tell something about the process from the outside.
If visits occur every six months or yearly, then the situation is not
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likely to be too terrible. If, on the other hand, Geneva announces that
visits are occurring every two weeks, then it is reasonable to conclude
that there are pressing problems.

Should there not be significant improvement over time, the ICRC
reserves the right to involve third parties in the process, in a confiden-
tial effort to achieve the desired humanitarian progress. Thus, when
dealing with certain states or other armed actors known to have close
friends or allies, the ICRC may contact these third parties. For example,
in the past when dealing with the Iraqi government of Saddam
Hussein, the ICRC sought to make progress on certain humanitarian
issues by involving the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) in
certain discussions.

As a last resort, the ICRC reserves the right to make a public
denunciation of egregious violations of IHL or human rights stan-
dards, when there has not been acceptable progress on these matters
over time, and if the organization judges that such a public denuncia-
tion would aid the prisoners being victimized. In general it can be said
that the ICRC does not very much like to take this step, does not in
general believe in the effectiveness of public protests, and believes that
the frequent use of such public denunciations will harm its access to
other prisoners in other situations.

Contributing to this view is the fact that often the ICRC is the pris-
oners’ only contact with the outside world, which is very important for
the mental health of the prisoners. Lech Walesa, leader of the
Solidarity movement during the latter stages of the communist era in
Poland, and a prisoner visited by the ICRC, has said the following:

For most people deprived of their freedom, the most important
issue is not their political fight, but often their sheer survival, their
humane treatment and the preservation of one’s dignity. [ICRC]
visits gave reassurance to detainees that they were not forgotten
and that there was still hope. It is extremely valuable for every
person to know that. … [T]he detainees who are visited know that
they are not forgotten, they are less afraid, and their families are
reassured. These are very important issues.11

Sometimes the ICRC may ask prisoners if the organization should
continue with visits, even without much progress in conditions, or
suspend visits with a public announcement. If the prisoners want a
continuation of visits, how can the ICRC do otherwise, given the
importance of those visits for a prisoner’s mental health? The ICRC
asked Nelson Mandela, when he was imprisoned in South Africa
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during the apartheid era, if the organization should stop visits because
of lack of important progress in improving detention conditions. He
told the ICRC representative to continue with visits, otherwise the
ICRC would not be in a position to stop the bad that might occur in
the future.12

On the other hand, the ICRC is aware that if it is present in the face
of major and repeated prisoner abuse and says nothing, it will be seen
as an accomplice to evil, which will damage its reputation and role. It
knows that its presence in a country may be used by the detaining
authority for its own purposes (“the ICRC is here, so the situation
cannot be bad”) and thus the organization tries to satisfy itself that
prisoner conditions over time do actually justify its continued presence
in-country.13

It is possible that there is a slight tendency toward bolder public
statements regarding prisoner matters. A striking example occurred in
2006, when the organization publicly noted that it had felt compelled
to suspend prison visits in Chechnya due to lack of cooperation from
Russia, and that ICRC President Kellenberger was prepared to meet
with Russian president Putin to resolve matters.14 This seemed an
obvious effort to generate public pressure on the highest levels of the
Russian state. At the time of writing it was difficult to document the
results of this process.

If authorities release selected or distorted information about pris-
oner conditions, the ICRC reserves the right to release entire reports or
otherwise correct distortions. The organization will serve as a conduit
to convey complaints about prisoners from third parties, but the ICRC
itself tries to avoid passing public judgment on such controversies.

It refuses to allow its personnel to testify in criminal court cases
regarding what has been seen in detention centers, believing that such
judicial testimony would adversely affect its access and thus impact on
conditions. This policy has been accepted by the UN’s ad hoc criminal
courts (for former Yugoslavia, and Rwanda), and by the International
Criminal Court. In the old terminology of the organization, it
preferred charity to justice. It still sees its primary role as pragmatically
advancing humanitarian protection on the ground, leaving to others a
more punitive legal justice. This is an interesting, paradoxical position
for the “guardian of IHL,” an organization that has lots of lawyers
and helps develop IHL. But the criminal application of IHL is
normally left to others. Public denunciation of war crimes would be a
last resort, when all hope was lost about securing any cooperation
from the authority in question. Even in dealing with Saddam Hussein’s
government in 1991, when the ICRC was blocked from POW visits and
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not allowed into occupied Kuwait, the ICRC still did not publicly
denounce those policies that violated IHL until that war was virtually
over.

This approach to detention visits can allow for some undesired
problems to develop. For example, if I am a prison official for a repres-
sive state and have illiberal values, and I know the ICRC, I may very
well offer a little cooperation and progress here and there, while
continuing with some major violations of human dignity. Knowing
that the ICRC is a conservative, patient, Swiss organization (at least at
the top), I can count on it to prefer quiet diplomacy, want to avoid
public judgments or denunciations, and justify its low-key role as long
as some progress can be shown. After all, if it pulls out in protest, it is
out of the humanitarian game and on the sidelines along with
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, and other human rights
advocacy groups. A denunciation and withdrawal costs the ICRC its
special, inside role on the ground.

So if I want to torture certain prisoners, I give the ICRC access to
other prisoners. If I want to maintain secret detention sites hidden
from the organization, I give them access to other detention facilities
where less important prisoners are held. And maybe while this game of
cat and mouse is going on, I am able to get the information I want
through torture, or even perhaps kill off those most dangerous to my
position. Pinochet basically did this in Chile after 1973, cooperating
with the ICRC with regard to certain prisoner matters, but killing
some 6,000 perceived leftist subversives during that time, and torturing
still others who were hidden from the organization.

This scenario is not all that different in its general outlines from
ICRC interaction with the United States after the terrorist attacks of
11 September 2001.

Detention visits: the US war on terrorism

While some, even some within the ICRC, may see that organization as
the high priest of humanitarianism, the fact is that IHL, like IL in
general, is often interpreted in a decentralized process. The ICRC may
be entitled to its view of the meaning of IHL, but states do not have to
defer to its view. As long as differing legal opinions do not get adjudi-
cated in an international court, or resolved in a legally binding
decision of the UN Security Council, which is what frequently occurs,
states—as a practical or policy matter—are left with the freedom to
make their own (self-serving) interpretations. This is so unless domestic
courts take up the question of the laws of war, which most domestic
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courts are reluctant to do, since it may involve challenging the execu-
tive over matters of national security.

For example, the ICRC and most states have taken the position that
Israeli control of territory taken during and after the 1967 war is regu-
lated by IHL. Israel, however, has maintained the position that because
much of this territory was not part of another state in 1967, it is there-
fore not occupied territory in the sense of 1949 GC #4. The lack of
authoritative international court judgment, combined with the lack of
effective enforcement, has allowed Israel to maintain its position on
this legal question.

When looking at the US “war on terrorism” which developed in the
aftermath of 11 September 2001, we see that the ICRC has run into
difficulties in trying to implement its view of IHL. Executive branch
interpretations have been key, as well as a few national court cases.

The first question that concerns us here is whether what Washington
calls “the war on terrorism” is an armed conflict in the legal sense of
the term. Did the 9/11 attacks by Al-Qaeda commence a war under the
general understanding of the term? If so, then the Geneva Conventions
should apply and countries such as the United States and Great
Britain, among others participating in the global campaign, states that
are parties to the Geneva Conventions, have legal obligations under the
treaties. The second question is, what was the actual treatment of
enemy prisoners, and what role did the ICRC play?

Afghanistan and Gitmo: detention

The United States gained control over Guantanamo Bay, Cuba as a
result of the Spanish-American War of 1890. During this short war,
the Spanish lost their colonial possession, Cuba, as a result of US mili-
tary victory. In return, the United States leased Guantanamo Bay from
the Cuban authorities forever (in perpetuity). Guantanamo Bay, or
Gitmo as it is sometimes called, has been a US military base for
decades.

The ICRC has argued that individuals picked up in Afghanistan in
the winter of 2001–02 and who may not be covered by certain provi-
sions of the Geneva Conventions nevertheless are entitled to protection
under international law:

Persons not covered by either the Third or the Fourth Geneva
Convention in international armed conflict are entitled to the
fundamental guarantees provided for by customary international
law (as reflected in Article 75 of Additional Protocol I), as well as
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by applicable domestic and human rights law. All these legal
sources provide for rights of detainees in relation to treatment,
conditions and due process of law.15

It is very clear that the Bush administration disagreed with this view
and sought to erase any legal framework that would interfere with
tough interrogation of suspected terrorists in the immediate aftermath
of the 9/11 attacks.16 Bush officials especially wanted to place prisoners
at Guantanamo in a legal black hole. It is the Justice Department that
is officially responsible for making determinations of US obligations
under international law. In the fall of 2001, a tough bureaucratic battle
ensued in the administration over the relevance of IHL and also the
UN Convention Against Torture. The victors in this struggle were
principally Vice President Cheney, and some individuals in the justice
and defense departments. The result was a series of pronouncements
by Justice, with John Yoo, the deputy assistant attorney general, as
chief memo writer, which were then accepted by the White House, first
by the president’s lawyer at that time, Alberto Gonzales (later attorney
general), and President Bush himself.

The first thrust of these memos and public statements was to elimi-
nate all of IHL as a relevant legal factor in the ensuing violence and
capture of persons in Afghanistan.17 The administration’s argument
was that the US fight in Afghanistan was with Al-Qaeda, a non-state
actor than was not a party to IHL and did not follow IHL rules. For
example, Yoo argued in a memo of 9 January 2002 that the Geneva
Conventions dealt with armed conflict between states (Article 2) and a
civil war within a nation-state (Article 3 and Protocol II) but not with
transnational terrorism. Therefore, the Geneva Conventions do not
apply to any of the detainees from the violence in Afghanistan. This
view was initially endorsed by the Bush administration, in memos for
example by the attorney general, Alberto Gonzales.

Furthermore, Bush officials argued that the Geneva Conventions
are dated and do not conform to the reality of the twenty-first century.
In a 25 January 2002 memorandum for the president, Alberto Gonzalez
specifically argued that the third Geneva Convention on the Treatment
of Prisoners of War was outdated.

The nature of the new war places a high premium on other
factors, such as the ability to quickly obtain information from
captured terrorists and their sponsors in order to avoid further
atrocities against American civilians, and the need to try terrorists
for war crimes such as wantonly killing civilians. In my judgment,
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this new paradigm renders obsolete Geneva’s strict limitations on
questioning of enemy prisoners and renders quaint some of its
provisions.18

The president himself declared that no detainees at the US military
facility at Gitmo were protected persons within the meaning of IHL.
This view was then communicated to those serving at Gitmo. One
soldier noted in an account of his time at Gitmo that Captain
Henderson (JAG) specifically told the military personnel that the third
and fourth GCs did not apply to the more than 600 individuals at
Gitmo who were suspected of having Al-Qaeda ties.19

This argument is peculiar, to put it mildly, because the application
of IHL, particularly the 1949 GCs, does not depend on the nature of
various factions, but on whether a state is the locus of hostilities with
an outside power (international war) or internal armed group (internal
war).20 According to the usual understanding of IHL, which was artic-
ulated by the ICRC,21 when the United States used its air force to
bomb targets in Afghanistan starting in the fall of 2001, and sent in its
military forces both to direct that bombing and to participate in
various ways in hostilities on the ground, an international war existed
to which the bulk of IHL applied. This traditional view was adopted
by the United Kingdom, for example.

Now it may be the case, factually speaking, that in addition to inter-
national war Afghanistan was also characterized in late 2001 and early
2002 by an internal war between the Taliban and the Northern
Alliance. In any event, either the IHL for internal war applied, or the
IHL for international war applied, or both. It defies traditional under-
standing to claim that no IHL applied to the extensive international
and internal violence occurring in Afghanistan during late 2001 and
early 2002. This means that persons captured in the context of that
violence were either POWs in the meaning of 1949 GC #3, or civilian
detainees in the meaning of 1949 GC #4, or protected persons in the
meaning of 1949 Common Article 3. It was not legally well considered
for the US administration to say that no person detained as a result of
those hostilities, and especially no person transferred from
Afghanistan to the US detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
fell under IHL.22

It was significant that Bush administration pronouncements about
IHL were opposed by a number of former US military officials, who
feared that playing fast and loose with IHL would endanger US military
personnel in the future.23 Secretary of State Colin Powell encouraged the
president to apply the GCs to the conflict in Afghanistan because
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upholding the GC would present “a positive international posture,
preserve U.S. credibility and moral authority by taking the high
ground, and put us in a better position to demand and receive interna-
tional support.”24 Furthermore, he suggested that “the U.S. has never
determined that GPW (Geneva Prisoners of War Convention) did not
apply to an armed conflict in which its forces have been engaged … the
GPW was intended to cover all types of armed conflict and did not by
its terms limit its application.”25

The second thrust of administration pronouncements was to mini-
mize any relevance of the UN Convention Against Torture, which
prohibits at all times and in all places not only the torture of persons
but also treatment that is degrading or humiliating. So Yoo and others
tried to say that unless US officials intended to inflict severe pain, or
unless organ failure occurred, the treaty did not come into play. These
“interpretations” were so bizarre that they were eventually retracted
when publicized. They did, however, as a practical matter, give legal
cover to those US personnel who might be charged with violation of
law. Such persons could say: “but executive memos said it was alright
to do this or that.”

At the same time, from early 2002, the administration allowed the
ICRC to maintain a permanent presence at Gitmo and to evaluate the
conditions of detention there apart from any formal acceptance of IHL.
The contradiction between the US tough approach to interrogation at
Gitmo, so clear in retrospect, and allowing an ICRC presence is not yet
explained. One view is that, while some cooperation with the ICRC
was decided on in December 2001 or January 2002, it was not until
mid-2002 that Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld wanted more actionable
intelligence from the prisoners at Gitmo, and hence dispatched
General Geoffrey Miller to toughen interrogation procedures.26

In any event, with regard to Gitmo, the ICRC pressed US authori-
ties, sometimes in testy exchanges, to change certain practices.

In early 2002, the Bush administration began sending individuals
captured in Afghanistan and elsewhere and suspected of having ties to
Al-Qaeda, to Gitmo. Various techniques were employed during inter-
rogations of at least some of these individuals to obtain actionable
intelligence.27 Some detainees were sexually abused (having their geni-
tals grabbed by a female interrogator), others were religiously provoked
(one female interrogator smeared fake menstrual blood on a detainee
to make the individual feel impure). In general at Gitmo, for a time US
authorities used “torture lite” in the form of sleep deprivation, extremes
of heat and cold, subjection to loud music, and other techniques to
break prisoners’ will and extract information. Military dogs were
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sometimes used to terrify prisoners. One of the biggest problems was
the fact of indefinite detention without much prospect of charge or
trial, and the ICRC made a public, if low-key, protest over this as early
as May 2003.

Many were physically abused. One soldier stationed at Gitmo
described the abuse:

Getting IRFed at (Camp)X-ray meant receiving a good old-fashioned
ass whipping, after which the unlucky detainee would be hogtied,
made to kneel with his hands behind his back and his hand and
foot shackles locked together for 4 hours.28

In June 2006, three Gitmo prisoners committed suicide, which renewed
focus on that issue.

There have been numerous criticisms leveled at the conditions at
Gitmo. Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Human Rights
First, the Center for Constitutional Rights (NY), and the American
Civil Liberties Union have all complained about the treatments of
detainees and the lack of legal protections and indefinite detention. Of
particular concern was the excessive use of force, chaining and shack-
ling of prisoners, leaving prisoners naked for extended periods of time,
abuse of medical ethics, and the lack of a trial or judicial hearing for
the detainees at Gitmo.29

The ICRC has criticized the conditions at Gitmo, saying in a confi-
dential report to the US government that the physical and psychological
coercion used on detainees was “tantamount to torture.” In addition,
the ICRC, in a confidential report in July 2004, criticized the medical
practices of Gitmo, saying that detainees’ medical reports were not
private or confidential but used by interrogators to gain information.
Concerns were raised about the use of loud noise, solitary confinement
for long periods of time, sexual humiliation, and beatings. Various
reports from Gitmo document that there have been numerous suicide
attempts.30 In an ICRC press release of 16 January 2004, President
Kellenberger “lamented the fact that two years after the first detainees
arrived at Gitmo, and despite repeated pleas, they are still facing indef-
inite detention beyond the reach of the law.”31 Some individuals
detained at Gitmo were later released after the US government deter-
mined they were innocent. For example, Gul Zaman was released in
April 2005 after spending three and a half years at Gitmo.32 But this
occurred after those individuals had been in legal limbo for years.

Over time there was a certain improvement in Gitmo’s conditions,
according to ICRC president Kellenberger in a press conference in
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2005. But in keeping with policies on discretion, he did not say exactly
what practices had ceased and what the remaining problems were.33

There have also been reports of torture and deaths in Afghanistan.
In December 2002, in a Bagram prison 40 miles north of the capital,
Kabul, two Afghans were killed (Dilawar, Mullah Habibullah). The
deaths of these prisoners were a result of physical assaults by American
military personnel. Each man had been left in his cell, shackled by the
wrists to the ceiling. The shackling of detainees was used to cause pain
and deprive them of sleep. Both men had been beaten and kicked
repeatedly.34 Specialist Brand admitted that he struck Dilawar over
thirty times. Army medical examiners concluded that both suffered
“blunt-force injuries” to their legs.35 The soldiers involved have received
little or no punishment for their actions and the treatment of these pris-
oners. Various human rights NGOs have issued public criticisms of the
military for not prosecuting the military personnel responsible for
these deaths.

At the same time that ICRC visits were occurring at Gitmo and in
various places in Afghanistan, with some improvement in conditions,
the United States held other prisoners in secret locales, or “black sites,”
to which the ICRC was given no access. Here we see the pattern noted
in Chile and elsewhere, in which a detaining authority will provide
some cooperation with the ICRC on selected issues, but not on others.
Whatever the humanitarian progress at Gitmo and in Afghanistan in
military facilities, President Kellenberger in the spring of 2006
“deplored” the fact that the ICRC had no access to certain US pris-
oners related to its “war” on terrorism.36 There did not appear to be
any reaction in the United States to this exceptionally strong public
language by the ICRC.

Also, the United States (and certain other states) continued with
“rendition,” which was little more than a policy of state kidnapping
and secret extra-legal deportation. Persons would be seized wherever,
and then secretly sent to friendly states where they would be interro-
gated, presumably free from any supervision by US courts. Some of
these persons might or might not be eventually placed in Gitmo. It was
obvious why someone might be seized and then sent to places like
Egypt or Uzbekistan, since the US State Department’s own annual
human rights reports indicated that torture was prevalent in these
states. The UN Convention Against Torture prohibits states from
engaging in such a practice. Some states, Great Britain for example,
when transferring a prisoner to Jordan, indicated they insisted on
assurances of proper treatment. The value of such diplomatic niceties
was open to question.
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So overall, with regard to Afghanistan and Gitmo, the Bush admin-
istration in its “war” on terrorism engaged in policies of disappeared
persons and torture lite (and in Afghanistan sometimes torture heavy,
with fatalities as proof). At the same time, particularly at Gitmo, one
could surmise some improvement over time. The ICRC would occa-
sionally make certain public criticisms (about mental health problems
from indefinite detention without trial, or about lack of access to persons
held in secret locales). The record known thus far suggests that the
ICRC pressed hard for changes, especially at Gitmo, but overall its
relationship with administration authorities was reasonably good and
stable by 2006. Whether it should have spoken out more about Gitmo
and Afghanistan can only be finally determined at a future point when
more information is known.

Iraq: detention

When in March 2003 the United States invaded Iraq, removed the
government of Saddam Hussein (and eventually captured him), and
then tried to control the country, Washington agreed that this was an
international armed conflict followed by occupation. Therefore, the
1949 GCs applied, under which the ICRC was entitled to visit
detainees against the background of the detailed provisions of, espe-
cially, GCs #3 and #4. After the ICRC’s headquarters in Baghdad
were attacked in October of 2003, the ICRC set up shop in Jordan and
brought its expatriate (non-Iraqi) personnel into the country for deten-
tion visits.

From late summer 2003 into the fall, the ICRC became aware of
major violations of human dignity in Abu Ghraib and other prisons in
Iraq run by the United States. Abu Ghraib was a prison with a noto-
rious reputation for inhumane treatment under the regime of Saddam
Hussein. After major hostilities ended in 2003, the US military took
control of the prison. At times ICRC delegates quietly suspended visits
in protest against conditions. They submitted the usual candid reports
to US authorities.

In early 2004, American pictures of abuse began to circulate in
private circles. These photos were reproduced in the American media,
creating a major brouhaha in Washington and the country. The
pictures also caused a significant backlash against the Bush adminis-
tration in world public opinion, especially in the Arab-Islamic world.
These major violations of IHL, and of human decency, proved a
bonanza for Al-Qaeda and its allies. Some participants in the growing
insurgency in Iraq against the US presence were carrying pictures of
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the abuse at Abu Ghraib when they were apprehended. Failure of the
United States to treat prisoners in accordance with IHL proved a
major obstacle to its efforts to win the hearts and minds of people in
Iraq, and especially in the Arab-Islamic world.

The domestic and international condemnations of the abuses at
Abu Ghraib led to a number of investigations. Some (the Schlesinger
Report) suggested that the abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib was the
work of a few isolated individuals or “bad apples.” The executive
summary of the Church Report found no evidence to suggest that the
Pentagon or White House pressured those on the ground to abuse or
torture detainees at Abu Ghraib in an effort to obtain information.37

US authorities moved to court martial or otherwise sanction a number
of lower-ranking military persons for their involvement in prisoner
mistreatment in Iraq. Higher officers, however, responsible for the
training and supervision of these rank-and-file persons were not sanc-
tioned, generally speaking. One reservist brigadier general and one
active duty colonel were punished. However, Ricardo Sanchez, the
overall commander of US forces in Iraq, who at one point had autho-
rized coercive interrogation techniques, and who allowed a confusing
and unclear situation to develop, was never sanctioned. Also escaping
attention was General Geoffrey Miller, who had been commander at
Gitmo, and who was transferred to Iraq by the office of the Secretary
of Defense to institute the same kinds of interrogation techniques in
Iraq that had been employed at Gitmo. Thus military and civilian
leaders who authorized the interrogation techniques that resulted in
violations of IHL have not been held accountable.38

There have also been allegations of wrong-doing in other parts of
Iraq. The ACLU has released documents implicating army comman-
ders with interfering with investigations concerning the death of
detainees in Tikrit and Mosul. Furthermore, the New York Times
reported that a former Iraqi general, Major General Abed Hamed
Mowhoush, was suffocated when an army interrogator put a sleeping
bag over his head. The army interrogator was found guilty of negligent
homicide, but let off on the more serious charge of murder.39

A leaked ICRC report argued that the abuse was not the result of a
few individuals. It said that ICRC delegates observed prisoner abuse that
was systematic, not isolated, and based on an interrogation policy which
demanded actionable intelligence.40 Furthermore, it has been suggested
that the CIA kept approximately 30 “ghost detainees” at Abu Ghraib
in an effort to prevent the ICRC from gaining access to them.

The ICRC never made a public protest about Abu Ghraib and other
US detention facilities in Iraq, believing that much of the abuse was
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unauthorized and that progress was being made in correcting the situa-
tion. ICRC press releases of the era were more about Gitmo and
Afghanistan than about Iraq. It does seem to be the case that it was the
private photos, and not ICRC confidential reports, that brought about
major attention to the problems from early 2004.41

While some of the abuse at Abu Ghraib appears to have been unau-
thorized, it occurred in a context in which the abuse of certain
prisoners in certain places had been authorized, and in which the Bush
administration had played fast and loose with interpretations of IHL.
It was in this sense that the 2001 memos in Washington, gutting the
1949 Geneva Conventions and UN torture convention, proved to be
the start of the road that led to Abu Ghraib.

Just as Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld had demanded more action-
able intelligence out of Gitmo midway through 2002, so US officials
sought more actionable intelligence in Iraq as the anti-American insur-
gency mounted from May 2003. Certain prisoners in Iraq were hidden
from the ICRC, by conscious US policy, in an effort to gain information.
It was in this context that the Abu Ghraib abuse occurred. Therefore,
unauthorized actions by lower-ranking personnel need to be seen in
the larger context of the decisions by high officials, civilian and mili-
tary, to minimize, if not eliminate, legal and organizational protections
for prisoners taken in violent conflict. Once one authorizes coercive
interrogation for some, it becomes difficult to implement humane inter-
rogation for others.

Immediately after 9/11, the United States was the beneficiary of
much sympathy in the world, as shown by public opinion polls. Govern-
ments spported US initiatives in the UN Security Council, and citizens
in many countries stood in line to sign a condolence book in US
embassies and consulates. This broad goodwill was dissipated by the
Bush administration in 2002 and 2003, and thereafter, in two major
ways: (1) its policy toward enemy detainees; and (2) the Bush doctrine
of unilateral preventative war, particularly as implemented in Iraq.
Polls showed a precipitous drop in foreign support for US policies,
even in normally friendly states like Turkey, Jordan, and Indonesia. In
some European countries, China was more respected than the United
States.

The ICRC, operating in a context characterized by much American
ultra-nationalism and unilateralism, had persistently stuck to its views
about the relevance of IHL in much of the US “war on terrorism.”
This position found at least some vindication in a US Supreme Court
ruling of June 2006.42 Perhaps more importantly, it had stuck to its
usual policies of seeking discrete cooperation on the ground over time,
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while making a few public comments. It both criticized certain US
policies (indefinite detention at Gitmo without legal charge or trial;
hiding prisoners in “black sites”), and indicated some progress in
humanitarian matters at Gitmo.43

Conclusion

The ICRC has been active in protecting human dignity through its
detention visits (and its tracing activities). In many instances in Iraq
and elsewhere, the ICRC is the only actor capable of restoring family
contacts and visiting individuals who are detained. In the midst of the
US “war on terrorism,” the ICRC has persisted in its view that IHL is
often applicable and should be respected. In this difficult international
environment where even liberal democratic states violate the norms of
IHL by holding individuals indefinitely without legal charges, or hiding
individuals, or sending detainees to countries known to use torture in
interrogation, the ICRC has continued to press for humanitarian
protections. It has done so in its traditional, discreet way. In some
instances there has been some progress (Gitmo) and in other cases
(“black sites”) the ICRC continued to be frustrated in its humanitarian
efforts until 2006.
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In earlier chapters we discussed the history and activities of the ICRC.
This chapter looks at the future direction of the organization.
Specifically, we discuss some of the most pressing issues that the ICRC
will have to face in the twenty-first century. We explore the challenges
confronting the organization and assess its relevance in contemporary
international relations. We conclude by suggesting that the ICRC is
still an important actor with a neutral role to play in world affairs.

International trends

Suffice it to say that in international relations or world affairs at the
start of the twenty-first century, there is no lack of political conflict.
Likewise, there remains a pressing need for attention to humanitarian
affairs in these conflicts. Whether one looks at the eastern Mediterranean
(the question of Palestine/Israel), Afghanistan and Iraq (the US war
on terrorism), Sri Lanka (civil war), various parts of Africa, or certain
other parts of the globe, one finds deadly conflict and much human
suffering—mainly by civilians but also by combatants.

Now it may be that certain long-term trends are encouraging for those
concerned with peace and war. A global war has not occurred since 1945,
and even lesser forms of combat among states with major military estab-
lishments have shown a remarkable decline since the Cold War ended in
about 1989.1 Even the states that have developed nuclear weapons have
thus far (since 1945) recognized the dangers of using them—although
one cannot be certain that this restraint will continue. (Any large-scale
use of nuclear weapons would render obsolete many key provisions of
international humanitarian law, such as the distinction between civilian
and combatant, or between medical and non-medical facilities.)

Other trends are not so encouraging for those interested in humani-
tarian values. Increasingly civilians are made the object of intentional
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attack, either because of ethnic cleansing, or to sow terror, or as collec-
tive punishment, or for some other reason. All too often combatants
who are hors de combat are not given a humanitarian quarantine but
rather are abused either for reasons of hatred or quest for “actionable
intelligence.”

Third party states that do not have vested interests in conflicts are
often reluctant to expend blood and treasure to enforce humanitarian
restraints. Even in the Darfur region of the Sudan, where either geno-
cide or something approaching genocide occurred around 2005, the
atrocities dragged on without conclusive response for many years.
Likewise, in the Democratic Republic of Congo over a number of
years there were more people killed, mostly civilians, than in any other
conflict since 1945. Yet the overall response to this enormous human
catastrophe was one of disregard and dithering.

Common Article 1 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions requires states
“to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention[s] in all
circumstances.” This obligation is often honored by its breach.

It has been said that those who study violations of human rights
and humanitarian norms will never lack for subject matter. So it can
be said that even with the decline of great power war since 1945,2 there
is no lack of need for the traditional work of the ICRC as it seeks to
respond to human suffering in political conflict. More of the world
may be encompassed in a democratic peace than ever before,3 but that
peaceful democratic community still leaves room for much conflict and
human suffering.

Relevance of IHL and Red Cross neutrality

The 1864 GC was developed by states, for states, with a focus on inter-
state war. In the twenty-first century, threats to the human dignity of
soldiers and civilians no longer stem solely—or even primarily—from
wars among states. In contemporary times, internal wars of various
sorts far outnumber international wars. Often the fighters for a prin-
cipal party do not wear a uniform and there is often an absence of a
clear chain of military command. Most of IHL was not drafted with
Al-Qaeda or Hezbollah or the Tamil Tigers (Sri Lanka) in mind. It is
true, however, that 1949 Common Article 3 and also 1977 Additional
Protocol II were attempts to deal with irregular fighters and forms of
armed conflict different from traditional international war.

Are the Geneva Conventions and the international humanitarian
law of which they are a part still relevant today given the realities of
world politics? Given the nature of international relations today, can
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the ICRC seriously protect human dignity, tied as it is to the GCs and
Protocols? Do the ICRC and the idea of Red Cross neutrality still have
a role to play? We argue that the answer to this is mostly yes. Despite
protestations to the contrary by certain parties, most of the values
found in IHL remain relevant, even if the ICRC may have a more diffi-
cult time identifying the individuals or groups to negotiate with.

Despite prevalent American views after 11 September 2001, terrorism
is not new, and the world did not fundamentally change because civil-
ians in a democracy were killed by a non-state actor trying to employ
mass violence. France faced “terrorists” in Algeria in the 1950s, Britain
confronted the Irish Republican Army some decades ago, Germany
faced the Red Army Faction and other violent groups, and so on. In
fact, the British establishment regarded the Americans as terrorists in
the 1770s and 1780s for their often irregular forces, lack of uniforms,
and ambushes.

In many ways the “question of terrorism” is but one form of trying
to limit, if not erase, those who believe in total war—mainly through
the attacking of civilians and civilian objects. This occurs for several
reasons: one’s cause is seen as totally just, whereas the other side is
seen as totally evil; the other side possesses superior conventional
power, thus leading to unconventional attacks; civilians are seen as
responsible for the power of the political opponent, since civilians
either elected the political actors or deferred to the hated policies.
Whatever the details, the ICRC and IHL have always taken a position
against total war thinking, and for legal-moral restraints on war
fighting. Whether moderation in war is an imbecility or a courageous
stand is hardly a new subject.4

How one legally regulates and obligates non-state parties is tricky
business. IHL, like all of international law, is officially made by states.
As far as treaty law is concerned, states have to give their consent,
otherwise they are not bound. (The United States, for example, argues
that it is not bound by most of the articles found in API and APII
from 1977, since Washington has never ratified those legal instru-
ments. The United States only accepts those provisions that have
arguably passed into customary international law.) But non-state
parties, such as the rebel side in a civil war, or a national liberation
movement (assuming one can define such an actor), or a “terrorist”
organization, or a private militia is not allowed to sign, ratify, or
accede to treaties.

These types of irregular or non-state actors and their fighting forces
are said to be obligated under IHL because they seek to be a public
actor and undertake violence in a state that is a party to the GCs.
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While from a legal point of view this is not an entirely satisfactory
reasoning, it is the only way to get to a point where both fighting
parties are said to be legally obligated to conduct limited war in a
reciprocal relationship. All states are parties to the 1949 GCs, and all
states therefore formally accept the notion of limited war occurring on
their territory (which is not the same as really believing in it).5 They
assert that their non-state enemies are also bound. Whatever the merits
of legal logic, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia has held that individuals, including those from non-state
parties, can be charged with war crimes in non-international armed
conflict. As we showed in Chapters 3–5, most governments and their
publics accept the notion that the struggle against terrorists and other
irregular fighters should be conducted within the limits of IHL. It is
not as if the ICRC stood for values that are now formally rejected by
the international community.

For the practical work of the ICRC, too much can be made of legal
complexities. Frequently the ICRC will distill the legal technicalities of
IHL into certain basic principles, and then operate in keeping with
those principles. After 1967, Israel detained a number of enemy irreg-
ular fighters who perhaps represented some Palestinian militant
faction, and/or who might have been a Lebanese or Iranian or Syrian
citizen fighting for another non-state actor. The point for the ICRC
was to try to secure for these “enemy prisoners” as humane a detention
as the situation allowed, regardless of the legal status of the organiza-
tion sponsoring the violence. The ICRC has pursued humanitarian
principles and policies, with some effect, regardless of the complexity
and controversies of legal argument.

The “era of terrorism” and much violence by non-state actors give
rise to legal complexity, but this does not negate a role for the ICRC in
responding to humanitarian need on the basis of RC neutrality. The
ICRC has been active in Darfur, Liberia, Sierra Leone, south Lebanon,
and all the other violent conflicts even though they were often not
classic inter-state wars, and even though they featured much violence
by some type of non-state actor.

Detention visits: the US case study

Not all ICRC detention visits are similar to those conducted in rela-
tion to the US “war on terrorism,” but that case demonstrates many
fundamentals about this phase of ICRC humanitarian protection.
From the vantage point of 2006, what is striking about the arguments
of the Bush administration in its “war on terrorism”—namely that
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IHL did not pertain to anyone at Gitmo, and not to most captured
enemy fighters in Afghanistan—is that those arguments did not
prevail. As we showed in Chapter 5, the Congress prohibited torture
and mistreatment of enemy detainees, and the Supreme Court held
that at least GC Common Article 3 from 1949 covered Gitmo
detainees. The latter norm from IHL governs criminal proceedings and
the interrogation process, among other subjects. Thus, what is striking
about Bush’s efforts to bypass the obligations of IHL (and of UN
human rights standards also), is the negative reaction they eventually
produced in Washington (in the context of much criticism from
American civil society groups and media organizations, not to mention
much criticism from the rest of the world).

Hence, what should be stressed is that a certain type of total war
thinking did not prevail (to be sure, despite the determined efforts of
the administration) even when dealing with a network like Al-Qaeda
that believed in total war. Many members of Congress recognized that
trying to bypass legal restraints in the “war on terrorism” had cost the
United States dearly in terms of status and standing, at home and
abroad. This is testimony to the strength of the expectation that fighting
parties will respect humanitarian standards. Likewise, when Israel in
2006 responded to the violence of Hezbollah, there was much pressure
on Israel to conduct its military response in keeping with the terms of
IHL, even though its principal target was Hezbollah, a non-state
“terrorist” actor which had attacked civilian targets.

Now this state of affairs, featuring a broad and strong commitment
to “Geneva,” especially pertaining to prisoners, was not produced by
the ICRC alone. It was the product of much history. Many officials of
states, NGOs and IGOs took a stand in favor of IHL and human
rights, as did some military lawyers and others in the US executive.
The ICRC was, however, part of this broad transnational process that
eventually had an effect on US detention policy. Of course it took
some years for this reaction to develop, and in the meantime numerous
prisoners were victimized by various Bush policies. (It is also the case
that Al-Qaeda and other non-state violent parties continued with their
total war, with few of their prisoners surviving captivity.)

On the basis of the type of analysis we provided in Chapter 5, history
is likely to judge the ICRC favorably for its role in the US “war on
terrorism,” as it tried to see IHL upheld and the humane treatment, espe-
cially of detainees, respected. One can debate whether the organization
should have spoken out more about the brutalities it witnessed in
various prisons, but its delegates on the ground certainly showed deter-
mined efforts to uphold IHL standards. The ICRC managed to press
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its case in a low-key manner while maintaining good relations with top
US officials.

Just as the Bush administration moderated some of its opposition
to the International Criminal Court, that government was also compelled
to adjust its attempt to bypass the relevance of IHL, particularly to
Gitmo and Afghanistan. If the United States had, in fact, treated the
individuals detained at Gitmo or in prisons in Iraq (Abu Ghraib) and
Afghanistan (Bagram) humanely and within the provisions of the
Geneva Conventions, Washington would not have faced so much criti-
cism in the world, would not have lost the high moral ground in its
struggle, and, presumably, would not have created so many new terror-
ists ready to die in order to cause the United States harm. Actually,
what the ICRC stood for on humanitarian grounds was also in the
long-term national interest of the United States.

Moreover, it is not at all clear that the United States obtained much
“actionable intelligence” from its abusive interrogations. There is some
evidence that many of the Gitmo detainees had no valuable informa-
tion to give, and that in at least one instance abusive interrogation
produced false information that contributed to the US morass in Iraq.6

Terrorism and insurgency create some special problems for the
ICRC. Witness, for example, the attack on its Baghdad headquarters in
2002. Previously, even in complicated situations such as the Lebanese
civil war, the ICRC knew where to find the leaders of various non-state
actors. In general, in Lebanon and similar situations, for example the
civil war in Sri Lanka, the ICRC was able to establish a zone of
humanitarian space in which to carry out its activities, based on
convincing the fighting parties of its neutrality and impartiality and
independence. When violence erupted in South Lebanon in 2006, the
ICRC had long been dealing with Hezbollah leaders.

Both Al-Qaeda and the various insurgent factions in Iraq created
more difficult challenges, since their location and chain of command
were not so clear, and since the ICRC image was not so readily
accepted. It seems that a number of radical Islamic factions regarded
the ICRC as part of the hated “Christian” West. So at the time of
writing the ICRC had yet to achieve full acceptance as an independent,
neutral, and impartial intermediary with many jihadists (Islamic holy
warriors).

Humanitarian assistance

The ICRC has also continued to play a significant role in providing
relief and assistance to millions of people around the world. Recent
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assistance to those in need includes millions spent in the wake of the
tsunami (December 2004) in Indonesia and Sri Lanka, as well as the
2005 earthquake in Pakistan. The ICRC was involved in these opera-
tions because a natural disaster occurred in a country also characterized
by violent conflict, and where, therefore, the ICRC was already active.
For example, in the first week alone after the 2004 tsunami, the ICRC
had distributed medical supplies (some 1,800 family kits) and provided
emergency food aid to over 6,500 individuals in the Aceh region of
Indonesia.7 In Sri Lanka, another country severely hit by the tsunami,
the ICRC helped evaluate wounded individuals, delivered emergency
supplies including cooking pots, clothing and medical supplies, and
helped to restore contact between family members separated by the
disaster.8 The ICRC estimated that it had spent SF38.9 million
(US$31.4 million) in Indonesia and SF33.3 million (US$26.9 million)
in Sri Lanka on tsunami-related activities.9 While the ICRC was not
the only humanitarian agency on the ground after the tsunami, it did
provide substantial assistance to those in need.

Furthermore, at the time of writing the ICRC was extensively
involved in providing assistance to civilians in Iraq and Lebanon. In
Iraq in 2005 the ICRC allocated SF48.9 million (US$39.5 million) to
assist Iraqi civilians by providing food and medical services, as well as
repairing essential infrastructure including the water supply and
sewage systems.10 In Lebanon the ICRC has encouraged all actors to
respect IHL and to protect civilians. Furthermore, the ICRC has
provided relief to civilians in Cyprus as well as in Lebanon. Twenty-
four tons of food and emergency aid were distributed to some 4,000
civilians in Tyre, Lebanon on 21 July 2006.11

From these brief examples one can see that not only has the ICRC
continued to assist civilians and those in need, but that it has also done
so in some of the most dangerous places in the world, and done so in
the midst of hostilities. This suggests that the ICRC and its activities
are still very relevant and unfortunately needed in today’s political
environment.

These recent relief operations confirm the material presented partic-
ularly in Chapter 4 and in dealing with the case studies of Nigeria, the
Balkans, and Somalia. Particularly in conflict situations, but also
sometimes during natural disasters in zones of conflict, the ICRC
remains one of the world’s major relief actors. True, it shares the stage
with many other IGOs and NGOs active in relief operations, and of
course many of the resources are provided by states.

The exact importance of the ICRC varies from case to case, as we
have shown (e.g. central in Somalia in the early 1990s; second to the
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UNHCR in the Balkans in the 1990s; etc.). Frequently the humani-
tarian need is so great in places like Darfur or the DRC that the
presence of many relief actors is desirable. Then, the question becomes
one of proper division of labor and minimizing overlap and duplication.
As noted, frequently the ICRC, while maintaining its independence,
does reach agreement with the UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP, and others
about who does what, where and when.

In the matter of RC relief, there is now much greater cooperation
among the ICRC, the Federation, and the national RC societies. One
saw this in the violence of the eastern Mediterranean in 2006, as the
ICRC coordinated with the Lebanese Red Cross and the Syrian Red
Crescent, and also with Magen David Adom in Israel (the latter using
the Red Crystal emblem in addition to the Red Star of David, as we
explained in Chapter 3). In south Lebanon the ICRC-led Red Cross
convoys were the first to reach certain villages where civilians were
trapped by the Israeli aerial attacks. President Kellenberger went to
both Lebanon and Israel in 2006, and in both places he held meetings
with the highest officials to press for greater attention to humanitarian
norms and conditions.

Discretion

Perhaps the major defining feature of the ICRC, at least in a tactical
sense, has been its endorsement of a discreet and cooperative approach
to public authorities. This has repeatedly led to controversy.

As we have explained, especially in Chapter 5, the ICRC has, throu-
ghout most of its existence, dealt with states in a quiet and discreet
manner. Thus, if a state is believed to be violating the Geneva Conven-
tions, torturing individuals detained for political reasons, or treating
POWs in an inhumane manner, the ICRC has contacted the relevant
public authorities and privately raised concerns. Findings about the
conditions of detention, for example, are confidentially discussed with
the relevant authorities. Thus, in most cases the ICRC will avoid
commenting publicly on violations of the Geneva Conventions or
detention conditions. The ICRC will “go public” about a country’s vio-
lations only as a last resort. In order for the ICRC to publicly comment
on a situation in a country, such as the detention conditions, there has
to have been a serious, repeated violation of IHL, a failure of quiet
diplomacy, and it must be established that a public statement is the
best option for the victims.

This is in sharp contrast to some NGOs who argue that a public state-
ment can mobilize a country to change its practices—the “mobilization
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of shame.” Amnesty International and Doctors Without Borders, to
take but two examples, are more favorably disposed toward the mobi-
lization of shame. The naming and shaming approach tries to encourage
public pressure by singling out governments that commit human rights
violations. Is publicity more effective than a discreet approach towards
governments in an attempt to encourage cooperation and improve the
humanitarian situation of vulnerable individuals? The answer is: it
depends. In some instances a public shaming campaign, such as the criti-
cisms directed toward Putin’s Russia for brutal policies in Chechnya, has
not resulted in many concrete improvements. However, the public criti-
cism of the French government via a leaked ICRC report with regard
to the torture of Algerians, did lead to changes in the French treatment
of Algerians.

But it is also true to say that given the numerous organizations that
engage in humanitarian affairs, having one that maintains discretion
while others publicly criticize some governments might not be a bad
thing. It is worth noting that an NGO that values public criticisms,
such as Doctors without Borders, had to work under ICRC rules of
discretion in Rwanda because it was too dangerous for it to do other-
wise. Despite criticisms from others that the ICRC should in fact offer
information to the public on the circumstances of detention, for
instance, the ICRC has been steadfast in maintaining that access to
those detained is dependent upon discretion and not public criticisms.

The ICRC argues that confidentiality is necessary to undertake its
work on behalf of individuals. If the ICRC were to go public with its
findings this would jeopardize access to detainees and accomplishment
of its humanitarian work. In the words of the ICRC:

The neutrality which the ICRC is obliged to observe imposes a
very high degree of discretion. In particular, the International
Committee does not consider itself able to communicate informa-
tion received from its own delegates.12

The purpose of the ICRC is purely humanitarian and apolit-
ical: the committee must first and foremost do everything it can to
relieve the sufferings of victims of war. To do so, it must adhere
scrupulously to a line of conduct enabling it to maintain relation-
ships of trust with parties to a conflict.13

Thus, the ICRC argues it is able to achieve improvements in the condi-
tions of detention by engaging in private discussions with state
leaders rather than going public with its findings. Last, the ICRC
does not want to make some individuals held in detention vulnerable
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to reprisals by issuing a public report. In general, ICRC discretion has
been reasonably well considered, given the sensitivities of public
authorities.

Despite that evaluation, whether regarding detention or other
matters within its mandate, the ICRC is now more outspoken than in
previous times. Still, the organization tries to combine the need to
communicate with the press and various publics, with the need to
maintain the confidence of governments, the latter naturally preferring
discreet dialogue over public criticism of their policies. In Chapter 3 we
showed how the ICRC participated in a public campaign to ban anti-
personnel land mines, but stayed away from public and explicit
criticism of particular governments.

Sometimes it is evident that the ICRC is still searching for just the
right balance between public criticism and the discreet dialogue that
allows its field operations to be approved by fighting parties. In one
sequence of events during 2006, the ICRC publicly implied that Israel’s
military actions in Gaza were disproportionate and a violation of IHL;
it then later backed away from any explicit condemnation of Israel
about Gaza and Lebanon, saying it was a humanitarian and not a
political organization.14 The ICRC did publicly object when Israeli
forces occupied the premises of the Palestinian Red Crescent in Gaza,
but it refused to clearly and publicly condemn Israeli attacks on civil-
ians and civilian resources in Lebanon. Whatever this inconsistency
and uncertainty, it was clear that the organization was much more
cautious in its public statements than Amnesty International. AI
publicly and clearly accused Israel of violations of IHL in its policies
in both Lebanon and Gaza during 2006.15 Of course it was the ICRC
and not AI that was trying to deliver relief in the midst of violence in
Gaza and Lebanon, which required the fighting parties to refrain from
attacking ICRC persons and vehicles.

Independence and neutrality

There is also the question of the independence and neutrality of the
organization. Is the ICRC able to maintain its independence and
neutrality in contemporary times? The ICRC is a product of the West,
and it emerged within the Christian heritage. Furthermore, at various
points in its history, it has been affected by Swiss nationalism, and
during the Cold War it was not as neutral as it might have been in
places like Korea and Southeast Asia.16 Given this history, is it
possible for the ICRC to be truly neutral and independent in its deal-
ings with various liberal and illiberal actors around the world?
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Despite the ICRC’s origins in the Western world and shared liberal
values with many Western democracies, this has not kept the ICRC
from challenging these Western states. For example, in the develop-
ment of the anti-personnel land mine treaty, the ICRC took a position
that was clearly contrary to the views of the United States, one of its
major financial contributors. Furthermore the ICRC has been frank
when Washington has acted contrary to the Geneva Conventions. So
the ICRC has not shied away from criticizing some of its more generous
donors. Nor have its largely Western, Christian origins prevented it
from providing assistance to the non-West. In fact much of its budget
is spent on activities in non-Western regions such as Africa. Generally,
when the ICRC is blocked by government action, as when the United
States denied it access to disappeared persons held in “black sites,” it
was not culture or geography that prevented access, much less igno-
rance of the organization, but rather the national calculation of
perceived self-interest. In these cases, the independence or neutrality of
the ICRC was not at issue.

It is true, however, as mentioned above, that the ICRC has not been
accepted as neutral and independent by Al-Qaeda and similar non-
state violent actors, nor have such actors accepted moral-legal limits
on violence as compared to total war thinking.

Of course there is the view that neutrality is a form of moral
bankruptcy, and that one must show “solidarity” with victims and full
blown opposition to “evil doers.” But this view is contradicted particu-
larly by ICRC operations in the field, which show, both in relief and
detention visits, that a neutral and discreet approach can produce some
good. There may be no neutral solutions to the root causes of humani-
tarian suffering, but short of that, there is indeed a useful role for RC
neutrality and the ICRC. There are frustrations in the ICRC approach.
As an ICRC official commented, when viewing the organization’s
limited help to victims in the Balkan wars of the 1990s: “the only thing
you can do for them is to make sure they are fed before they are
shot.”17 While others address root causes, the ICRC finds much accep-
tance and respect for its neutral and impartial approach to human
misery in conflict situations.

Last thoughts

Clearly the ICRC has had a lasting impact on international humanitar-
ianism. Compared to 1859, when Dunant wandered amidst the
wounded at Solferino, there have been significant accomplishments
concerning the medical treatment of wounded soldiers. Most modern
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militaries provide some medical assistance to their personnel, and the
medical services of the Western nations are quite exceptional. Further-
more, the ICRC has made a significant contribution to the protection
of civilians and prisoners. In fact the ICRC is still the main actor in
protecting the human dignity of various types of prisoners in various
types of conflict situations. The ICRC has also played perhaps the
most significant role in the development of IHL.

The ICRC has made a lasting contribution to the protection of
human dignity over the course of its long history. Although it began as
a small, amateur organization, it has since developed into a profes-
sional organization with operations in all parts of the world. It has
continued to expand its concern for victims, from wounded soldiers to
POWs to civilians. This long, impressive history of dedication to
relieving the suffering of the most vulnerable is one of the reasons why
the ICRC is a respected institution in many parts of the world, and will
largely continue to be so in the future.
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